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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Description of the Project 

1.1.1 Project Construction Purpose 

The Longling (Longshanka) to Ruili (Nongdao) Expressway connects Kunming, the capital of 

Yunnan Province via Baoshan in the east, and connects Ruili, the national economic port 

and south Asian countries in the west, serves for the vast western areas of the Yunnan 

Province, and will contribute to accelerate economic development of the adjacent 

prefectures in the future decade. At present, from Kunming to Ruili highway includes Anning 

to Chuxiong, Chuxiong to Dali, Dali to Baoshan, and Baoshan to Longling expressways 

which are all opened to traffic. With strengthening of the national Reform and Development 

policy, Western Development policy, Domestic Demand Expansion policy, maintaining 

sustained economic growth policy and forming of the China-Asian Free Trade Area, the 

border trade economy will develop quickly and the economic development of the adjacent 

areas in Dehong Prefecture and Baoshan will also enter a new stage. The existing road 

cannot adapt to the economic development of the region. Therefore, improving the traffic 

conditions and creating good investment environment possess a strategic significance for 

the economic development and natural resources utilization of the western Yunnan. 

In accordance with the development strategies specified in the National Highway Network 

Planning, China will complete construction of the national trunk road network connecting 

Beijing, capital cities of all respective provinces, regional central cities, important ports and 

foreign trading ports before 2020. The Longling to Ruili Expressway is an important section 

of the national trunk road GZ65, as well as the final one from Kunming to Ruili in Yunnan 

Province, and it also belongs to the No. 12 transverse road stretching from east to west, 

called “Hangrui Expressway” for short, which starts in Hangzhou in the east via Huangshan 

Mountain, Jingdezhen, Jiujiang, Xianning, Yueyang, Changde, Jiushou, Zunyi, Bijie, 

Liupanshui, Qujing, Kunming, Chuxiong, Dali, and ends in Ruili in the west, is an important 

transportation trunk road connecting the national ports Wanding and Ruili with the interior 

regions. Therefore, the Longling to Ruili Expressway is essential for traffic condition 

improvement between Wanding and Ruili and the interior regions, completion of the final 

section in Yunnan province is an objective necessity for perfecting the national trunk road 

network in Yunnan Province and for forming the national expressway network system. 

There are five highways which connect China with the south Asian and southeastern Asian 

countries in which there are two highways going through the Yunnan Province which are A3 

and A14, and the Longrui Expressway belongs to A14. Meanwhile, the proposed project is 
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also land and water transport channel for the Yunnan Province and Myanmar, from Kunming 

via Dali, Baoshan, Ruili to the Bamo Port in Myanmar, and then through the Ayeyarwady 

River in the south arriving in the Mandalay Port to the Rangoon Port. The Yunnan-Myanmar 

land and water transport channel is very important for the western regions of China, through 

it and the Ayeyarwady River which is the most convenient and economical way to the south 

Asian, west Asian, African and European countries, comparing with the way from Kunming 

via Chinese ports through the Strait of Malacca arriving in the aforesaid places, it can be 

shortened by 3,000km in mileage, one week in time and 40% reduced in cost.  And in the 

Dehong Prefecture and adjacent areas, there are abundant mineral, water energy and forest 

resources, the development potential is tremendous. Therefore, the Longling-Ruili 

Expressway is important to improve the traffic conditions between the Dehong Prefecture 

and the inland regions; completion of the whole channel of GZ65 in the Yunnan Province is 

to perfect the national trunk road layout in Yunnan and to form the national expressway 

network in China and Asian. 

The western Yunnan is located in the Northern Hemisphere, sub-tropical monsoon climate 

zone; it is like spring all the year around, rich in tourism resources and unique in nature and 

culture. It is the requirements of development of tourism and provides quick, safe and 

comfortable services through traffic condition improvement. Tourism and the third industry 

prosperity is the need of economic development for the western Yunnan as well as the 

whole province. 

In general, the proposed project main line and the Nongdao connecting road comply with the 

requirements of the national expressway network, Yunnan provincial trunk road No. 9210 

and normal network No. 7719 as well as the Asian network A14 planning, it will contribute a 

lot to the increase of the traffic volume, poverty reduction, tourism development and 

economic development of the region, and comply with the requirements and need of 

perfecting the national highway network. 

1.1.2 Geographical Location and Alignment 

Longrui Expressway is the last section of the national highway network Hangzhou to Ruili 

Expressway (G56). It is the transportation artery of west Yunnan and a part of the Asian road 

network highway A14, "three vertical and four horizontal" main channel of China and ASEAN 

Transport Cooperation Strategic Plan and Yunnan Highway network as well.  

Located within the territory of Longling County of Baoshan, and Mangshi and Ruili of Dehong 

Prefecture, the project highway starts at the Longshanka, northeast of the Longling County, 

which is the ending point of the Baolong Expressway, ends at the Nanwan River, which is at 
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the border between China and Myanmar, also the starting point of the Ruili to Myanmar 

Bamo Highway. The total length of the project road is 163.395km, with the main road 

(expressway) and the Nongdao connecting road (Class II) being 128.95558km and 

34.43902km long.  

1.1.3 Main Technical Indicators and Project Scale 

Longrui expressway project comprises a four-lane, access controlled expressway with the 

width of subgrade being 24.5m, and a class II highway standard two lane Nongdao 

connecting road with the width of subgrade being 12m. The design speed of both the 

expressway and the connecting road is 80 km/h. Main technical Indicators is listed in Table 

1.1.3-1. 

For the expressway, there are four extra-large bridges total in 3,167m,115 large bridges 

27,478m, 36 middle bridges 2,021m, 13 small bridges 676m, 9 overpass 562.48m, 106 

culverts, 108 passage culverts (excluding interchange area); for the Nongdao connecting 

road, there are five large bridges total length 1,466m, 25 medium and small bridges of 

1,442m, 60 culverts, nine passing culverts. There are 7 interchanges and 15 tunnels in total 

for the whole project which includes one extra-long tunnel (Heishanmen Tunnel) total in 

4,312m, eight long and medium tunnels total in 7,371m, six short tunnels 1,497m, and the 

total length of the tunnel is 13,180m (counted in two directions) which accounts for 10.22%.  

See Table 1.1.3-2 for major quantity estimates. 

Table 1.1.3-1    Main Technical Indicators 

No. Item Unit Main road 
Connecting 

road 
Remar

ks 

1 Total length  128.95558 34.43902  

2 Increasing coefficient  1.134 1.043  

3 Minimum  horizontal curve radius m/number 441.243/1 600/1  

4 Length of route in  horizontal curve % 68.813 50.842  

5 Maximum straight line  length m 2,088.409 1,508.454  

6 
Minimum straight line  length 

between same direction adjacent 
curves 

m 559.26 ——  

7 
Minimum straight line  length 

between  reverse  curves 
m 171.36 253.06  

8 Steepest gradient %/number 4/1 3/1  

9 Maximum slope  length m 3,500 1,680.0  

10 Minimum slope  length m 235.58 203.6  

11 
Minimum   vertical  crest curve 

radius 
m/number 9,600/1 12,000/6  

12 
Minimum   vertical  sag curve 

radius 
m/number 7,573/1 8,000/2  
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Table 1.1.3-2  LRE Major Quantity Estimate 

No. Item Unit Quantity Estimate 

1 Basic indicator   

(1) Length of main road km 128.95558 

(2) Length of Nongdao connecting road km 34.43902 

(4) Land acquisition hectare 756.602 

(5) Building demolishing m
2
 22,390 

2 Subgrade & Pavement   

(1) 
Subgrade 
earthworks 

Main road m
3
 18,710,200 

Nongdao connecting 
road 

m
3
 2,908,600 

(2) Subgrade protection work and drainage m
3
 663,000 

(3) Asphaltic and cement concrete paving m
2
 163,395 

3 Bridges  & culverts   

(1) 
Extra-large 

bridge 

Main road m/number 3,167/4 

Nongdao connecting 
road 

m/number 
— 

(2) Large bridge 
Main road m/number 27,478/115 

Nongdao connecting 
road 

m/number 
1,466/5 

(3) 
Medium 
bridge 

Main road m/number 2,021/36 

Nongdao connecting 
road 

m/number 
1,442/25 

(4) 
Culvert, 
passage 

Main road number 214 

Nongdao connecting 
road 

number 69 

4 Tunnel m/number 13,180/15 

5 Crossing engineering   

(1) Interchange number 7 

(2) Flyover number 9 

6 Traffic engineering    

(1) Toll gate number 7 

(2) Service area number 2 

(3) Parking zone number 3 

(4) Tunnel management office number 3 

(5) Substation number 6 

1.1.4 Construction Contractors and Supervision Consultants 

The expressway civil works are divided into twenty-two packages referred to as the 

Subgrade Civil Works and numbered C01 to C22 inclusive. Packages C01 to C20 inclusive 

are Expressway class highway and C21 and C22 are the Class II highway works. There are 

4 packages numbered JL1 to JL4 for the supervision consultants who supervise the using of 

the 7 access roads by civil contractors based on the principle of user maintenance which 

means contractors who use the access roads are responsible for maintenance. Tables1.1.4-

1~1.1.4-7 are lists of LREC construction contractors and domestic supervision consultants. 
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Table1.1.4-1 LREC Subgrade Construction Contractors and Supervision Consultants 

NO. Section Contractor Location 
  Construction Supervision 

Consultants 

C01 Xiang Baihe Yunnan No.3 Highway & Bridge Engineering Co. Ltd.  K0+000～K6+180 

JL1 

Yunnan Yuantu 
Engineering Supervision 

Company & Wuhan 
Datong Highway & 

Bridge Engineering Co.,  
Ltd. 

C02 Longling CCCC Second Harbor Engineering Co. Ltd. K6+180～K14+900 

C03 Guanpo Yunnan Highway & Bridge Co. Ltd. K14+900～K19+220 

C04 Laotuanpo China Railway No.9 Group Co. Ltd. K19+220～K23+180 

C05 Maocaoping China Yunnan Road Construction Group Co., Ltd. K23+180～K26+100 

C06 Batianhe Yunnan Highway & Bridge Co. Ltd. K26+100～K29+130 

C07 Nantianmen Yunnan No.3 Highway & Bridge Engineering Co. Ltd.  K29+130～K32+400 

C08 Mukang Yunnan No.3 Highway & Bridge Engineering Co. Ltd. K32+400～K37+540 

JL2 

Yunnan Highway 
Construction 

Supervision Company & 
Yunnan Yunling 

Expressway Engineering 
Consulting Corporation 

C09 Mangshi Yunnan Sunshine Road & Bridge Co., Ltd. K37+540～K45+900 

C10 Fengping Yunnan Highway & Bridge Co. Ltd.  K45+900～K55+194.89 

C11 Feihong Yunnan No.2 Highway & Bridge Engineering Co. Ltd. K53+089.20～K63+000 

C12 Santaishan China Railway No.12 Group Co. Ltd. K63+000～K69+800 

C13 Batuo Antong Construction Company K69+800～K75+603.68 

C14 Zhefang Southwest Communications Construction Group Co., Ltd. K75+603.68～K84+100 

JL3 
Yunnan Highway 

Engineering Supervision 
& Consulting Company 

C15 Zhexiang Yunnan Yunqiao Construction Group Co., Ltd. K84+100～K93+260 

C16 Gazhong Jiangxi Gandong Highway & Bridge Construction Group Co., Ltd. K93+260～K101+100 

C17 East Heishanmen Xinjiang Xingda Highway Engineering Department K101+100～K107+800 

C18 West Heishanmen China Railway No.11 Group Co. Ltd. K107+800～K111+500 

JL4 
China Highway 

Engineering Consulting 
Corporation 

C19 Wanding Yunnan No.1 Road & Bridge Engineering Group K111+500～K117+240 

C20 Ruili Yunnan Yunqiao Construction Group Co., Ltd. K117+240～K126+400 

    The length of the expressway from C01~C20 is 128.95558km 

C21 Mengmao Yunnan Jiangong Group Co., Ltd. 

K0+000～K7+600 

Long chainage K9+122.67=K0+000 

Length: 16.78713km 

C22 Nongdao 
China Yunnan Road Construction Group -- Hongcheng Highway & Bridge 

Engineering Company 

K7+600～K25+251.89 

Length: 17.65189km 

    The length of the connecting road from C21~C22 is 34.43902km.     

Total length of the route is 163.3946km.   
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Table1.1.4-2 LREC Pavement Contractors 

Contract Section Location 

L
e
n

g
th

 

(K
m

) 

Primary Features 
No. Contractor 

S
ta

rt
 

E
n

d
 

B01* 
Zhejiang Zhengfang 

Construction Co., Ltd. 

0
+

0
0

0
 

3
2
+

4
0

0
 

3
2
.4

6
 Expressway subbbase, base course 

and asphaltic and cement concrete 
paving 

B02* 
Yunnan Highway & Bridge 

Co., Ltd. 

3
2
+

4
0

0
 

6
3
+

0
0

0
 

3
2
.7

5
 Expressway subbbase, base course 

and asphaltic and cement concrete 
paving 

B03* 
China Yunnan Highway 
Construction Group Co., 

Ltd. 6
3
+

0
0

0
 

1
0
1

+
1

0
0
 

3
8
.1

4
 Expressway subbbase, base course 

and asphaltic and cement concrete 
paving 

B04* 
Yunnan Highway & Bridge 

Co., Ltd. 

1
0
1

+
1

0
0
 

1
2
6

+
4

0
0
 

2
5
.6

0
 Expressway subbbase, base course 

and asphaltic and cement concrete 
paving 

BH01* 
Yunnan Highway & Bridge 

Co., Ltd. 0
+

0
0

0
 

2
5
+

2
5

2
 

3
4
.4

4
 Class 2 road subbbase, base course 

and asphalt and cement concrete 
paving 

Table1.1.4-3 LREC Traffic Engineering Contractors 

Contract Section Location 

L
e
n

g
th

 

(K
m

) 

Primary Features 
No. Contractor 

S
ta

rt
 

E
n

d
 

1 
Jinhua City Dalu Traffic 
Safety Facility Co., Ltd. 

0
+

0
0

0
 

4
5
+

7
0

0
 

4
5
.7

 

Signing, road marking and road 
furniture. 

2 
Shanxi Expressway 

Transport Industrial & 
Trade Co., Ltd 4

5
+

7
0

0
 

9
3
+

2
6

0
 

4
7
.6

 

3 
Liaoning Provincial Traffic 

Engineering Company 

9
3
+

2
6

0
 

1
2
6

+
4

0
0
 

3
3
.1

 

Table1.1.4-4 Tolling, Monitoring and Communications Equipment Contractors 

Contract Section 
Primary Features 

No. Contractor 

1 
Jiangsu I-Front Science & 

Technology Co., Ltd. 

Supply and installation of equipment, fixtures 
and operating systems for tolling operation, 

facility and traffic monitoring, and 
communications. 

2 Shanxi Hantang Computer Co., Ltd 

3 
Ziguang Jietong Science & 

Technology Co., Ltd 

4 
Beijing Lu'an Transportation 

Science & Technology Development 
Co., Ltd 

5 
Beijing Shenhuake Traffic 

Engineering Co., Ltd 
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Table1.1.4-5 Landscaping / Greening Contractors 

Contract Section Location 

L
e
n

g
th

 (
K

m
) 

Primary Features 

No. Contractor 

S
ta

rt
 

E
n

d
 

LH01 
Yunnan Lvyuan 

Landscape Engineering 
Co., Ltd. 0

+
0

0
0
 

1
3
+

2
0

0
 

1
3
.2

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH02 
Yunnan Lvyuan 

Landscape Engineering 
Co., Ltd. 1

3
+

2
0

0
 

3
7
+

2
0

0
 

2
4
.0

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH03 
Yunnan Hengda Municipal 
Garden Engineering Co., 

Ltd. 3
7
+

2
0

0
 

4
1
+

2
0

0
 

4
.0

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH04 
Yangbang Construction 

Group Co., Ltd. 

4
1
+

2
0

0
 

5
0
+

2
0

0
 

9
.0

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH05 
Yunnan Jiujiu Garden 
Construction Co., Ltd. 

5
0
+

2
0

0
 

7
1
+

2
0

0
 

2
3
.1

1
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH06 
Yunnan Changjiang 

Yuntong Environment 
Engineering Co., Ltd. 7

1
+

2
0

0
 

7
9
+

1
0

0
 

7
.9

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH07 
Yunnan Lilu Environment 

Construction Co., Ltd. 

7
9
+

1
0

0
 

9
3
+

2
0

0
 

1
4
.1

0
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH08 
Sichuan Yixin 

Environment & Landscape 
Engineering Co., Ltd. 9

3
+

2
0

0
 

1
1
6

+
9

3
0
 

2
3
.7

3
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH09 
Yunnan Fuan Landscape 

Engineering Co., Ltd. 

1
1
6

+
9

3
0
 

0
+

6
0

0
 

1
0
.0

7
 Planting trees, shrubs and grass. 

Slope stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH10 
Yunnan Yunlu Landscape 

Engineering Co., Ltd. 

0
+

6
0

0
 

7
+

2
2

0
 

8
.7

6
 Class 2 road section; greening, slope 

stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 

LH11 
Yunnan Xinxing Greening 

Engineering Co., Ltd. 7
+

2
2

0
 

2
5
+

2
5

2
 

2
4
.0

0
 Class 2 road section; greening, slope 

stabilization and aesthetic 
enhancement of roadway corridor. 
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Table1.1.4-6 Operations & Maintainance Facilities Contractors 

Contract Section 
Primary Features 

No. Contractor 

1 
Sichuan Hongye Construction Co., 

Ltd. 

Administration offices, control centres, 
maintainance facilities and roadside service 

facilities. 

2 Hongyu Construction Corporation 

3 
Guilin Construction & Installation 

Engineering Co., Ltd. 

4 
Guangxi Yuhua Construction Group 

Co., Ltd. 

5 
Kunming Sanjian Construction 

(Group) Co., Ltd. 

Table1.1.4-7 Tunnel Electrical & Mechanical Equipment Contractors 

No. Contractor Primary Features 

1 
Jiangsu I-Front Science & 

Technology Co., Ltd. 

Supply and installation of ventilation, lighting 
and safety equipment for tunnels 

2 Shanxi Hantang Computer Co., Ltd 

3 
Yunnan Beilong Building Equipment 

& Engineering Co., Ltd 

4 
Yunnan Qingshan Fire-control 
Electronic Engineering Co., Ltd 

5 
Kunming Rongchengtianyu Control 

System Engineering Co., Ltd 

 

1.1.5 Project Investment 

The project is estimated to cost CNY10.75 billion with average cost of CNY 65.7915 million 

by kilometer. ADB funded section K0+000-K32+400(C01-C07) of the project.  

1.2 Purpose of Report  

1.2.1 Report Preparation  

The External Environmental Monitoring Report of Longrui Expressway is appointed by 

Yunnan Longrui Expressway Company Ltd (LREC) to be compiled by China Merchants 

Chongqing Communications Research & Design Institute Co., Ltd.; the environment 

monitoring during construction phase shall be jointly implemented by Guangxi Transportation 

Environmental Monitoring Center and Dehong Environmental Monitoring Station, and the 

water and soil conservation monitoring during construction period shall be implemented by 

Yunnan Rundian Water-saving Technology Consulting Co., Ltd. 

1.2.2 Purpose of Report 

During the construction phase and trial operation phase, the Longrui Expressway will have 

certain impact on the environment quality along the highway. The purposes of carrying out 
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independent environmental supervision and monitoring during construction phase are as 

follows: 

 To implement the environmental protection requirements of the Asian Development 

Bank in the project construction; 

 To implement the environmental protection measures and requirements during 

construction phase put forward in the project environmental impact report, the soil 

erosion control measures and requirement put forward in the water and soil 

conservation plan report, as well as the approval requirements for project environmental 

impact report and water and soil conservation plan report by State Environmental 

Protection Administration and Ministry of Water Resources, to make the environmental 

protection work well implemented during the construction phase. 

 To be well informed of the pollution impact on surrounding environment during project 

construction phase, to provide scientific basis for the administrative department to 

supervise the execution of various environmental protection measures, to alleviate the 

impact on ecology and environment due to construction, and to assess environmental 

management effect and pollution control measures. 

1.2.3 Report Forming 

When the independent environment monitoring report of Longrui Expressway is completed, it 

shall firstly go through our internal review, and shall be submitted to the chief engineer and 

environmental protection and water conservation office of Longrui Expressway Company Ltd 

(LREC) when submitting to the ADB, and shall urge Longrui Expressway Company Ltd 

(LREC) to rectify and improve on the content mentioned in the report in the next phase of 

construction process. 

1.3 Project Progress 

1.3.1 Contract Award 

Contract award status is as follows. 

 Subgrade civil works were let in two offerings. The first tranche included Packages C1 to 

C7, which utilize ADB funds, was tendered using International Competitive Bidding

（ICB） procedures was concluded with award in April 2012. The others, C8 to C22, 

were let under Domestic Procurement Procedures (NCB) and completed with award in 

September of 2011. 

 The expressway pavement work is five contract packages with work originally scheduled 

to start the second quarter of 2014. As contract awards were finished in June 2014, 

asphalt-concrete pavement work commenced at the end of the third quarter 2014 and 

has been finished by the end of this reporting period. 
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 All eleven landscaping contracts were tendered and tenders assessed and accepted 

through the third quarter of 2013 with award of all contracts coming on 26 September 

2013. Landscaping construction fully entered into the implementation stage at the 

beginning of April 2014 and is now finished. 

 All five Operations & Maintenance facilities contract packages have been successfully 

tendered and awards were done in May 2014. 

 Tendering of tolling, monitoring and communications equipment were let into five 

packages. Installation was originally scheduled to start in the first quarter 2015. 

Procurement was completed in March 2014 with all contracts awarded in April 2014. 

Mobilization and preparatory activities began in June 2014 and construction is currently 

finished. 

 Traffic engineering were let into three packages. Installation works originally scheduled 

to begin in February 2014 is delayed pending procurement which has been completed in 

April. The contractors has mobilized in June 2014 and activities were started since then 

and construction is currently finished. 

 Tunnel electrical and mechanical equipment installation works originally scheduled to 

begin in February 2014 was delayed pending finalization of procurement which has 

been completed by April 2014. Contractors mobilized in June 2014 and construction is 

currently finished. 
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1.3.2 Construction Progress 

Longrui Expressway was fully open to traffic by 31 December 2015. The completion of main works refers to the following table 1.3.2-1. 

Table 1.3.2-1   Completion of Main Works of Longrui Expressway  

No. Item  
Design 

Quantity 
Completed in Current 

Month 
Accumulated Quantity since 

Commencement 
Accounts for the 

Total % 

A Progress of main works     

1 Subgrade cut(10,000 m3) 2219 1.79 2219 100 

2 Subgrade fill(10,000 m3) 1381 5.66 1381 100 

3 Treatment of soft foundation(10,000 m3) 566.47 - 566.47 100 

4 Slope Protection(10,000 m3) 71.35 0.38 71.35 100 

5 Culvert, passage(meter/set) 489 0 489 100 

6 Bridge pile foundation (meter/pile) 6489 piles 0 6489 piles 100 

7 Pier column (pier) 4016 0 4016 100 

8 Beam prefabrication（piece) 12668 0 12668 100 

9 Beam installation (piece) 12668 10 12668 100 

10 Tunnel main cavity excavation (m) 26335 29 26335 100 

11 Tunnel secondary lining (m) 26335 261 26254 100 

12 Sub-base layer (single carriageway) km 228.6 19.12 228.6 100 

13 Base layer  (single carriageway) km 228.6 25.78 228.6 100 

14 Asphalt base layer (single carriageway) km 192.1 25.07 192.1 100 

 Asphalt middle layer (single carriageway) km 326.9 68.9 326.9 100 

 Asphalt top layer (single carriageway) km 326.9 84.9 326.9 100 

B Progress of key controlling works      

1 Laotuanpo #1, #2 super large bridge     

 Main span of Laotuanpo #1 (m) 680  8 680 100 

 Main span of Laotuanpo #2 (m) 680 8 680 100 

2 Ruili River Super Large Bridge     

 Main span of Ruili River Extra Large Bridge (m) 378 0 378 100 

3 Heishanmen Super Long Tunnel     

 Main cavity excavation (m) 8634 0 8634 100 

 Secondary lining (m) 8634 0 8634 100 
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1.3.3 Work Planned for the year of 2016 

Environmental protection work planned for the year of 2016 mainly includes reshaping, 

recovery and greening for the borrow areas and spoil sites, and temporarily occupied lands 

(for new construction sites, pre-casting sites and mixing plants) to meet the requirements 

and standards of special acceptance for water & soil conservation and environmental 

protection.  

2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EMP 

2.1 Roles and Responsibilities for EMP and Monitoring Implementation  

2.1.1 Management 

Longrui Expressway Company Ltd. (LREC) is responsible for the organization and 

implementation of the construction management plans, under which several divisions and 

offices are set up, including the Supervision Engineer Management Office (hereinafter 

referred to as Supervision Office), ADB Affairs Office, Engineering Division (under which 

environment protection and water conservation office, hereinafter referred to as EPWCO is 

set up), Contract Management Division, Materials Division, Finance division, Safety & 

Security Division, Land Acquisition Coordination Division, and General Administration Office. 

The organization of environmental administration of Longrui Expressway Co., Ltd (LREC) 

during construction period refers to Fig. 2.1.1-1, the environmental protection and water 

conservation assurance system refers to Fig.2.1.1-2. 

The environmental management plan during construction period of this project shall be 

organized by LREC, implemented and managed by EPWCO. The environmental 

management system shall be constituted by LREC, general supervision engineer offices 

(hereinafter referred to as JLs), all construction units, site supervision organs and 

environmental monitoring and water and soil conservation monitoring agency, in which, 

 LRCE shall establish environmental protection and water conservation leading group 

(hereinafter referred to as LREC Leading Group), headed by the General Manager, 

specific leader in charge acting as deputy group leader, other leaders and division chiefs 

are group members. Under which, there is the EPWCO, set together with engineering 

division (share office with engineering division), generally be responsible for the 

implementation and management of Longrui Expressway environmental management 

plans during construction period. 

 Under the JLs there are environmental protection and water conservation supervision 

engineer offices (hereinafter referred to as JLEPO), being responsible for the 
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implementation and management of environmental management plans within its 

supervision sections during construction period.  

 The JLs shall be responsible for environmental supervision. Site environmental 

supervision shall be borne by four JLs and nine site supervision engineer offices 

(hereinafter referred to as “Site Office”). 

 The construction unit shall establish environmental protection and water conservation 

Leading Group (hereinafter referred to as Contractor Leading Group), under which set 

environmental protection and water conservation office (hereinafter referred to as 

Contractor EPO) to be responsible for the environmental protection and water 

conservation work within its construction sections. 

 In the construction phase, the environmental monitoring shall be implemented by 

Guangxi Transportation Environmental Monitoring Center, and the water and soil 

conservation monitoring shall be implemented by Yunnan Rundian Water-saving 

Technology Consulting Co., Ltd.   
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Fig 2.1.1-1 (1)   Environmental Administration Organization in Construction Phase 

 
 
 

 

Fig 2.1.1-1 (2)   Environmental Management Organization in Construction Phase 
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Fig 2.1.1-2   Environmental Protection and Water Conservation Assurance System 
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2.1.2 Staffing and Requirements 

A. LREC Environmental Protection Leading Group 

Headed by the General Manager, specific leaders in charge acting as deputy group leader 

B. LREC Environmental Protection and Water Conservation Office 

Staffed with one full-time environmental protection personnel to be responsible for the 

organization and management of Longrui Expressway environmental protection work during 

the construction period under the leadership of environmental protection and water 

conservation office director. The full-time environmental protection personnel should major in 

environmental protection or related profession, should be familiar with highway engineering 

management, and should be trained and qualified after examinations. 

C. Environmental Protection and Water Conservation Office under General Supervision 

Office 

Staffed with one full-time environmental protection personnel to be responsible for the 

management of Longrui Expressway environmental protection work during the construction 

period under the leadership of environmental protection and water conservation office 

director under the general supervision office. The full-time environmental protection 

personnel should major in environmental protection or related profession should be familiar 

with highway engineering management, and should be trained and qualified after 

examinations. 

D. Site Office Staffing 

Each site office shall be staffed with one part-time environmental supervision engineer. The 

part-time environmental supervision engineer should be concurrently held by supervision 

engineer majored in road or bridge engineering, and should attend the environmental 

supervision engineer training organized by the headquarters and should be qualified for the 

post. 

E. Environmental Protection Group of the Construction Unit 

Environmental protection group should be established with project manager as the leader, 

and the functional department chiefs and construction team leaders as the members, the 

engineering department shall be responsible for the detailed environmental protection work 

during the construction phase, staffed with one full-time environmental protection 

management personnel. Each construction team shall be staffed with one part-time 

environmental protection management personnel to be responsible for its environmental 

protection work. 
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The environmental protection group members, full-time and part-time management staff 

should attend environmental protection management staff training for the construction unit, 

and should be qualified for the post after examinations. 

2.1.3 Responsibilities 

A. LREC Environmental Protection Leading Group 

a) To carry out and execute National and Yunnan Provincial environmental protection 

guidelines polices, laws and regulations; 

b) To be responsible for ascertaining the design institute and organizing construction bidding 

on environmental protection works; 

c) To be responsible for the organization and implementation of environmental protection 

staff training plans; 

d) To be responsible for ascertaining the inspection units and organizing the project 

completion and inspection on environmental protection works; 

e) To periodically inspect the environmental protection work in the construction process of 

Longrui Expressway, and to supervise the implementation of various environmental 

protection measures. 

B. LREC Environmental Protection and Water Conservation Office 

a) To carry out and execute National and Yunnan Provincial environmental protection 

guidelines, polices, laws and regulations; 

b) To organize and constitute Implementing Measures on Management of Yunnan Longrui 

Expressway Environmental Protection and Water & Soil Conservation, and overall be 

responsible for the implementation of various environmental protection measures and 

relevant requirements put forward in the environmental impact report and water and soil 

conservation plan report; 

c) To organize and constitute Environmental Protection Liability Statement on the 

Construction of Yunnan Provincial Longrui Expressway, and sign letters of responsibility with 

the construction units and the supervision units. 

d) To organize routine management on environmental protection work during the 

construction phase, regularly or irregularly carry out inspection on the environmental 

protection work of the construction units and the supervision units, and to supervise the 

implementation of various environmental protection measures; 

e) To assist the general supervision office in the execution of environmental protection 

supervision plans during the construction phase; 

f) To be responsible for the coordination of LREC, construction units and local EP and water 

conservation administrations; 

(g) To fulfill other EP management work assigned by LREC leaders. 
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C. Environmental Protection and Water Conservation Office under General Supervision 

Office 

a) To carry out and execute National and Yunnan Provincial environmental protection 

guidelines, polices, laws and regulations; 

b) To carry out various environmental protection measures and other relevant requirements 

put forward in Longrui Expressway Environmental Impact Report and Water & Soil 

Conservation Plan Report in accordance with Implementing Measures on Management of 

Yunnan Longrui Expressway Environmental Protection and Water & Soil Conservation within 

its supervision sections. 

c) To be responsible for the routine management on environmental protection work during 

the construction phase within the supervision sections of the general supervision office, 

frequently carry out site inspection on the environmental protection work of the construction 

unit and the supervision unit, and to supervise the implementation of various environmental 

protection measures; 

d) To be responsible for the execution of environmental protection supervision plans in the 

construction of Longrui Expressway. 

e) To fulfill other EP management work assigned by the general supervision office, and the 

EP and Water & Soil Conservation Office of LREC. 

D. Environmental Protection Group of the Construction Unit 

a) To carry out and execute National and Yunnan Provincial environmental protection 

guidelines, polices, laws and regulations; 

b) To be responsible for the environment protection within its construction areas, establish 

and improve environmental protection organizations, and staff with necessary full-time and 

part-time EP management personnel. 

c) To establish environmental protection measures and systems for their own unit during the 

construction phase, to implement various environmental protection measures and 

requirements put forward in the environmental impact assessment report and water and soil 

conservation plan report; 

d) To abide by the supervision of the environmental supervision engineer, and carry out 

environmental protection work as required during the construction phase; 

e) To periodically report the environmental protection work during the construction phase to 

the environmental supervision engineer; 

f) To coordinate with the monitoring work carried out by environmental monitoring and water 

& soil conservation monitoring units during the construction phase; 

g) To be responsible for the preparation of environmental protection summary during the 

construction phase of the construction unit. 
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2.2 EMP and Monitoring Implementation Progress  

2.2.1 Environmental Monitoring Plan for Construction Phase 

The Implementation Plan of Environmental Monitoring for National Highway Network 

Transverse No.12 Hangzhou to Ruili Expressway Longling (Longshanka) to Ruili (Nongdao) 

Expressway is approved for implementation by Yunnan Provincial Department of Transport 

(YPDOT). 

A. Layout of environmental monitoring spots 

Layout of environmental monitoring spots for construction phase refers to Table 2.2.1-1. 

Table 2.2.1-1 Environmental Monitoring Spots for Construction Phase 

No. Item Parameters  Plan of Monitoring Spots for Construction Phase  

1 Noise Leq 

Sensitive villages of Namengzhai, Mangguai, 
Manghong, Batuo, Diesha and Jiele, Make 
Primary School in Huyu Town, and Xinqu in 
Northern Ruili near construction sites 

2 Water  pH, CODCr, SS, Oil 
Bridge location along Mangshi River, Ruilijiang 

River 

3 Air  TSP Mangguai Village, Jiele 

4 Dust  TSP Mixing plant 1# of Contract No.8 

B. Environmental Monitoring Frequency 

Environmental monitoring frequency for construction phase refers to Table 2.2.1-2。 

Table 2.2.1-2 Environmental Monitoring Frequency for Construction Phase 

No. Item Parameters Plan for Construction Phase 

1 Noise Leq 
Four times a year during subgrade construction, twice a year 
during pavement construction, 2 days each time, twice a day(in 
the daytime)  

2 Water  
pH, CODCr, 

SS, Oil 
Twice during base excavation for river bridge, 3 days each time 

3 Air  TSP  
Twice a year during subgrade construction, annually during 
pavement construction, 7 days each time, more than 12 hrs each 
day 

4 Dust  TSP 
Randomly monitor once in operation of mixing plants, 1 reference 
point upwind, 3 monitoring points leeward 

Note: Implement according to construction plan during construction phase (2013, 2014, 2015 and 
2016 

2.2.2 Implementation of the Environmental Monitoring Plan for Construction Phase 

In accordance with the monitoring plan as specified in the Implementation Plan of 

Environmental Monitoring for National Highway Network Transverse No.12 Hangzhou to 

Ruili Expressway Longling (Longshanka) to Ruili (Nongdao) Expressway, the monitoring 
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report on noise for the third quarter of 2015 has been completed, and the monitoring reports 

on water, air and noise for the fourth quarter have been completed. 

A. Environmental Monitoring for the third Quarter 

Layout of monitoring spots refers to Table 2.2.2-1. 

Table 2.2.2-1 Environmental Monitoring Spots and Items in Quarter 1 for Construction Phase 

Monitoring Spots Monitoring Items 

Namengzhai K9+400 Noise (day & night) － 

Mangguai village K38+827 Noise (day & night) － 

Manghong K47+200 Noise (day & night) － 

Batuo K73+559 Noise (day & night) － 

Diesha K84+700 Noise (day & night) － 

Jiele K124+100 Noise (day & night) － 

Make Primary School in Huyu Town LK2+260 Noise (day & night) － 

New District in Northern Ruili LK7+276 Noise (day & night) － 

Mangshi River Bridge (K74+398) 100m 

upstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, 

BOD5, Oil 

Mangshi River Bridge  

(K74+398) 200m downstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, 

BOD5, Oil 

Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge (K117+996) 

100m upstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, 

BOD5, Oil 

Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge (K117+996) 

200m downstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, 

BOD5, Oil 

Monitoring frequency refers to Table 2.2.2-2. 

Table 2.2.2-2 Environmental Monitoring Frequency in Quarter 1 for Construction Phase 

Item 
Monitoring 

Time (day) 

Frequency

(time/day) 

Monitoring Time Period Sampling 

Time Daytime Nighttime 

Noise 2 2 08:00～12:00 22:00～24:00 20min 

Surface 

water 
2 1 －  

B. Environmental Monitoring for the fourth Quarter 

Layout of monitoring spots refers to Table 2.2.2-3. 

Table 2.2.2-3 Environmental Monitoring Spots and Items in Quarter 2 for Construction Phase 
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Monitoring Spots Monitoring Items 

Namengzhai K9+400 Noise (day & night) － 

Mangguai village K38+827 Noise (day & night) TSP 

Manghong K47+200 Noise (day & night) － 

Batuo K73+559 Noise (day & night) － 

Diesha Village K84+700 Noise (day & night) － 

Jiele K124+100 Noise (day & night) TSP 

Make Primary School in Huyu Town LK2+260 Noise (day & night) － 

New District in Northern Ruili  LK7+276 Noise (day & night) － 

Mangshi River Bridge (K74+398) 100m upstream － 
pH, COD, SS, BOD5, 

Oil 

Mangshi River Bridge  

(K74+398) 200m downstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, BOD5, 

Oil 

Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge (K117+996) 100m 

upstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, BOD5, 

Oil 

Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge (K117+996) 200m 

downstream 
－ 

pH, COD, SS, BOD5, 

Oil 

Monitoring frequency refers to Table 2.2.2-4. 

Table 2.2.2-4 Environmental Monitoring Frequency in Quarter 2 for Construction Phase 

Item 
Monitoring 

Time (day) 

Frequency 

(time/day) 

Monitoring Time Period Sampling 

Time Daytime Nighttime 

Noise 2 2 8:00～12:00 22:00～6:00 10min 

Air 7 1 0:00～24:00 24hr 

Water  2 1 - - 

2.3 Environmental Monitoring Data and Record 

2.3.1 Water Quality 

Refer to Table 2.3.1-1 for the water environment quality monitoring results of the third quarter. 

During the two-day monitoring period from 5th to 6th August of the third quarter of 2015, the 

water quality monitoring results of 100m upstream (1#K74+398) and 200m downstream 

(2#K74+398) of Mangshi River Bridge and 100m upstream (3#K117+996) and 200m 

downstream (4#K117+996) of Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge indicated that the PH, SS, COD 

and BOD5 at the monitoring spots is within requirement of Class III water quality standards 

stipulated in the Quality Standards for Surface Water Environment (GB3838-2002).  
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Table 2.3.1-1 Statistics of Water Monitoring Data in Quarter 3 for Construction Phase 

Monitoring Section 
Sampling 

Date 
pH SS COD BOD5 Oil 

Mangshi River 
Bridge 

(1#K74+398) 100m 
upstream 

2015.08.05 7.45 13 12 2.7 0.04 

2015.08.06 7.54 14 11 3.2 0.05 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Mangshi River 
Bridge 

(2#K74+398) 200m 
downstream 

2015.08.05 7.47 11 18 3.6 0.04 

2015.08.06 7.77 8 16 3.9 0.05 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Ruilijiang River-
cross Bridge 

(3#K117+996) 
100m upstream 

2015.08.05 7.54 10 13 2.1 0.01L 

2015.08.06 7.88 14 12 2.3 0.01L 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Ruilijiang River-
cross Bridge 

(4#K117+996) 
200m downstream 

2015.08.05 7.65 12 18 3.6 0.02 

2015.08.06 7.59 16 16 2.8 0.02 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

GB3838 Class Ⅲ water standard 6～9 30
*
 20 4 0.05 

Note: Items marked with “*” is of Class III (30 mg/L) standard as per Quality Standards for Surface 
Water Resources (SL63-94) issued by Ministry of Water Resources.  

Refer to Table 2.3.1-2 for the water environment quality monitoring results of the fourth 

quarter. During the two-day monitoring period from 15th to 16th December of the fourth 

quarter of 2015, the water quality monitoring results of 100m upstream (1#K74+398) and 

200m downstream (2#K74+398) of Mangshi River Bridge and 100m upstream (3#K117+996) 

and 200m downstream (4#K117+996) of Ruilijiang River-cross Bridge indicated that the PH, 

SS, COD and BOD5 at the monitoring spots is within requirement of Class III water quality 

standards stipulated in the Quality Standards for Surface Water Environment (GB3838-

2002).  
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Table 2.3.1-1 Statistics of Water Monitoring Data in Quarter 4 for Construction Phase 

Monitoring Section 
Sampling 

Date 
pH SS COD BOD5 Oil 

Mangshi River 
Bridge 

(1#K74+398) 100m 
upstream 

2015.12.15 7.54 10 8 2.0 0.03 

2015.12.16 7.61 7 10 2.1 0.02 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Mangshi River 
Bridge 

(2#K74+398) 200m 
downstream 

2015.12.15 7.87 9 9 2.2 0.04 

2015.12.16 7.88 11 11 2.5 0.03 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Ruilijiang River-
cross Bridge 

(3#K117+996) 
100m upstream 

2015.12.15 7.79 6 4 1.7 0.01L 

2015.12.16 7.83 8 5 1.6 0.02 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Ruilijiang River-
cross Bridge 

(4#K117+996) 
200m downstream 

2015.12.15 7.76 10 4 2.0 0.03 

2015.12.16 7.75 9 5 2.0 0.02 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

GB3838 Class Ⅲ water standard 6～9 30
*
 20 4 0.05 

Note: Items marked with “*” is of Class III (30 mg/L) standard as per Quality Standards for Surface 
Water Resources (SL63-94) issued by Ministry of Water Resources. 

2.3.2 Air Quality 

Refer to Table 2.3.2-1 for the air ambient quality monitoring results of the fourth quarter. 

During 10 to 16 December 2015 of monitoring period, it is indicated that daily average TSP 

concentration at sensitive spots of Mangguai and Jiele of Longrui expressway alignment 

meet the Class II requirement of Ambient Air Quality Standards (GB 3095-2012). Both are 

within the correspondent environmental quality evaluation standard requirement. 

 

Table 2.3.2-1 Statistics of Air Monitoring Data in Quarter 4 for Construction Phase mg/m
3 

                      Date 
Spot 

12.10 12.11 12.12 12.13 12.14 12.15 12.16 

Mangguai K38+827 0.264 0.193 0.251 0.275 0.351 0.268 0.257 

Jiele K124+100 0.152 0.179 0.227 0.295 0.265 0.180 0.167 

Remarks 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 
within 

standard 

Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (GB 

3095-2012)-Level II 
standard 

0.30mg/m
3
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2.3.3 Noise 

Refer to Table 2.3.3-1 for the acoustic environment quality monitoring results of the third 

quarter. During the two-day monitoring from 5 to 6 August 2015, it is indicated that the day & 

night noise value monitored at eight monitoring spots namely Namengzhai, Mangguai village, 

Manghong, Batuo, Diesha village, Jiele, Make Primary School of Huyu township and New 

District in northern Ruili city meet the value requirement by the Noise Environment Quality 

Standards (GB 3096-2008) and are all within correspondent noise environment evaluation 

standards. The project construction has little impact on the areas near construction sites 

around the eight sensitive spots along the alignment. Local environmental protection 

administration received no complaints on the noise impact during the project construction. 

The detailed measurements carried out during the construction phase are referred to the 

Appendix. 

Table 2.3.3-1 Statistics of Noise Monitoring Data in Quarter 3, 2015 Construction Phase   

Monitoring Spot Noise Source Date Leq Standard Remarks 
Exceeding 

Standard By 

K9+400 
Namengzhai 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 63.2 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.8.05 nighttime 43.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 daytime 64.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 nighttime 41.5 within standard - 

K38+827 
Mangguai 

village 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 56.7 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.8.05 nighttime 44.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 daytime 56.1 within standard - 

2015.8.06 nighttime 44.4 within standard - 

K47+200 
Manghong 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.08.05 daytime 60.8 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.8.05 nighttime 43.3 within standard - 

2015.8.06 daytime 56.6 within standard - 

2015.8.06 nighttime 45.1 within standard - 

K73+559 
Batuo 

Human 
Activities & 

Traffic Noise 

2015.08.05 daytime 58.4 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.8.05 nighttime 44.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 daytime 56.6 within standard - 
2015.8.06 nighttime 41.1 within standard - 

K84+700 
Diesha Village 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 56.6 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 
2015.8.05 nighttime 44.4 within standard - 
2015.8.06 daytime 58.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 nighttime 42.6 within standard - 

K124+100 
Jiele 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 59.3 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.8.05 nighttime 43.9 within standard - 
2015.8.06 daytime 58.8 within standard - 
2015.8.06 nighttime 44.5 within standard - 

LK2+260 Make 
Primary School 

in Huyu 
Township 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 58.7 
Class 2 

Daytime 60 
Nighttime 50 

within standard - 
2015.8.05 nighttime 44.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 daytime 56.5 within standard - 
2015.8.06 nighttime 42.7 within standard - 

LK7+276 
New District in 
Northern Ruili 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.8.05 daytime 57.6 
Class 2 

Daytime 60 
Nighttime 50 

within standard - 
2015.8.05 nighttime 45.9 within standard - 
2015.8.06 daytime 57.5 within standard - 

2015.8.06 nighttime 42.4 within standard - 
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Refer to Table 2.3.3-2 for the acoustic environment quality monitoring results of the fourth 

quarter. During the two-day monitoring period from 12 to 13 December 2015, it is indicated 

that the day & night noise value monitored at eight monitoring spots namely Namengzhai, 

Mangguai village, Manghong, Batuo, Diesha village, Jiele, Make primary school of Huyu 

township and New District in Northern Ruili meet the limited value required by the Noise 

Environment Quality Standards (GB 3096-2008) and are all within correspondent noise 

environment evaluation standards. The project construction has little impact on the areas 

near construction sites around the eight sensitive spots along the alignment. Local 

environmental protection administration received no complaints on the noise impact during 

the project construction. 

Table 2.3.3-2 Statistics of Noise Monitoring Data in Quarter 4, 2015 for Construction Phase 

Monitoring Spot 
Noise 

Source 
Date Leq Standard Remarks 

Exceeding 
Standard By 

K9+400 
Namengzhai 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 55.5 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.12.12 nighttime 41.9 within standard - 

2015.12.13 daytime 57.9 within standard - 

2015.12.13 nighttime 41.4 within standard - 

K38+827 
Mangguai 

village 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 54.9 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.12.12 nighttime 41.7 within standard - 

2015.12.13 daytime 55.5 within standard - 

2015.12.13 nighttime 42.8 within standard - 

K47+200 
Manghong 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 54.2 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.12.12 nighttime 40.6 within standard - 

2015.12.13 daytime 50.5 within standard - 

2015.12.13 nighttime 41.3 within standard - 

K73+559 
Batuo 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 50.9 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.12.12 nighttime 43.8 within standard - 

2015.12.13 daytime 50.2 within standard - 
2015.12.13 nighttime 43.1 within standard - 

K84+700 
Diesha Village 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 53.8 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 
2015.12.12 nighttime 42.2 within standard - 
2015.12.13 daytime 52.6 within standard - 
2015.12.13 nighttime 42.7 within standard - 

K124+100 
Jiele 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 50.9 
Class 4a 

Daytime 70 
Nighttime 55 

within standard - 

2015.12.12 nighttime 40.7 within standard - 
2015.12.13 daytime 53.4 within standard - 

2015.12.13 nighttime 42.9 within standard - 

LK2+260 Make 
Primary 

School in Huyu 
Township 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 48.1 
Class 2 

Daytime 60 
Nighttime 50 

within standard - 
2015.12.12 nighttime 41.6 within standard - 
2015.12.13 daytime 45.2 within standard - 
2015.12.13 nighttime 40.0 within standard - 

LK7+276 
New District in 
Northern Ruili 

Construction 
& 

Traffic Noise 

2015.12.12 daytime 55.4 
Class 2 

Daytime 60 
Nighttime 50 

within standard - 
2015.12.12 nighttime 46.5 within standard -- 
2015.12.13 daytime 53.7 within standard - 
2015.12.13 nighttime 45.0 within standard - 
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2.3.4 Soil Erosion 

According to the Water and Soil Conservation Plan and the reply letters, the defined 

prevention responsibility area for this project is 1,043.68hm2, out of which, the project 

construction area is 923.73hm2, and the direct impacting area is 119.95hm2.  

Based on the topographic map and actual construction situation, the actual land occupation 

and prevention responsibility area for the project construction is reviewed. The determined 

total prevention responsibility area for this project is 1,313.75hm2, of which, the project 

construction area is 1,146.76hm2 and the direct impacting area is 166.99hm2.  

2.3.4.1 Main Construction Area 

According to the on-the-spot survey, currently, the implemented water and soil conservation 

measures in the main works area are as follows (see Fig. 2.3.4.1-1 for pictures of prevention 

measures). 

Subgrade area: measures such as crib slope protection, arch slope protection, chute, berm 

drainage ditch, intercepting ditch, etc. have been carried out for all excavation (fill) side slope; 

plant measures including side slope plant growth bags, slope grass planting and three-

dimension vegetative nets have been taken in most areas. 

Bridge area: most bridge structures have been completed; all temporary cofferdams used in 

bridge construction have been demolished before the high-water season; crib slope 

protection, retaining wall, plant growth bags, slope grass planting and other protection 

measures have been carried out for  side slopes formed in bridge base excavation. 

Tunnel area: protection measures have been taken on slopes formed in tunnel face 

excavation, including hole drilling and mud pouring, net hanging, crib slope protection, slope 

grass planting, etc., and temporary drainage measures have been taken in areas down by 

the tunnel faces. 

Interchange area: interchanges are all located in flat areas in which retaining walls, masonry 

drainage ditches, temporary drainage ditches have been set and plant measures have been 

taken. 

Ancillary facility area: construction of some ancillary facilities is ongoing; implemented 

protection measures include drainage ditches, plant measures, etc. 

Diversion works area: construction of local diversion roads is almost completed, masonry 

drainage measures have been taken and masonry works for river diversion have been 

completed in areas in which river course is occupied by the subgrade construction. 
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 Fig. 2.3.4.1-1 Pictures of Prevention Measures Taken in Main Construction Area in 2015 
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2.3.4.2 Spoil Sites 

A total of 42 spoil sites are set for the project construction, including 19 two-stage designed 

spoil sites and 23 newly increased spoil sites, altogether taking an area of 83.18 hm2 lands. 

The total amount of spoil is 11,405.7 thousand m3. According to the on-the-spot survey by 

the monitoring team, spoiling at all of the spoil sites have been completed and spoil surface 

levelled. Complete protection measures for water & soil conservation of the spoil sites have 

been taken. Some sites are arranged with plant measures and some are reclaimed. As of 

December 2015, most of the implemented measures have been operating well and exerting 

good protection effects. But as spoils from Longling section are mainly sandy loam soil, soil 

erosion to some degree can be seen at some spoil sites due to rain wash in the rainy season 

of 2015. There also exist for part of other spoil sites cases of damage to intercepting and 

drainage ditches, siltation, and spoil spilling over the retaining wall, etc. 

Fig. 2.3.4.2-1 Pictures of Prevention Measures Taken in Spoil Area in 2015 

  

C01 #1 spoil site (k0+089) 
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C01 #2 spoil site (K1+000) 

  

C01 #3 spoil site(K1+900) 

  

C01 #4 spoil site (K2+160) 

  

C01 #5 spoil site (K2+600) 
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C01 #6 spoil site (K4+200) 

  

C01 #7 spoil site (K4+540) 

  

C01 #8 spoil site (K5+440) 

  

C01 #9 spoil site (K5+900) 
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C02 #10 spoil site (K6+300) 

  

C02 #11 spoil site (K9+000) 

  

C02 #12 spoil site (K10+700) 

  

C02 #13 spoil site (K13+600) 
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C03 #14 spoil site (K18+000) 

  

C03 #15 spoil site (K18+850) 

  

C04 #16 spoil site (K21+075) 

  

C04 #17 spoil site (K22+000) 
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C04 #18 spoil site (K22+320) 

  

C04 #19 spoil site (K22+880) 

  

C05 #20 spoil site (K23+920) 

  

C05 #21 spoil site (K26+300) 
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C06 #22 spoil site (K27+500) 

  

C07 #23 spoil site (K29+440) 

  

C07 #24 spoil site (K31+500) 

  

C07 #25 spoil site (K31+810) 
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C07 #26 spoil site (K32+400) 

  

C08 #27 spoil site (K32+880) 

  

C08 #28 spoil site (K33+400) 

  

C08 #29 spoil site (K33+778) 
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C08 #30 spoil site (K35+300) 

  

C09 #31 spoil site (K42+400) 

  

C11 #32 spoil site (K61+550) 

  

C12 #33 spoil site (K64+600) 
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C14 #34 spoil site (K75+960) 

  

C14 #35 spoil site (K78+650) 

  

C16 #36 spoil site (K97+960) 

  

C18 #37 spoil site (K110+540) 
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C18 #38 spoil site (K110+840) 

  

C19 #39 spoil site (K114+500) 

  

C21 #40 spoil site (LK3+200 before chainage） 

  

C21 #41 spoil site (LK6+570 before chainage) 
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C22 #42 spoil site (LK15+100) 

 

2.3.4.3 Construction Camp Sites 

The project has set up camps mainly by renting local houses and constructing on land 

acquired for subgrade construction. Then the shortfalls are made up for by temporary land 

acquisition. Altogether 88 construction camps are set up to meet construction requirement, 

which temporarily occupy land of 33.03hm2. As of June 2015, all camps have taken water 

and soil conservation measures including concrete (masonry) drainage ditches, masonry 

retaining walls, brick masonry sedimentation reservoirs, woven earth bag blocks, color plate 

blocks, soil drainage ditches, grass seed broadcasting, greening and landscaping, etc. 

Currently, camp sites for sections open to traffic are out of use. Some have been demolished 

and plant measures have been duly taken at these sites. And at some sites hardened 

surface has not been demolished yet with a few amount of construction wastes left there. 

Camp sites for sections in construction are still in use. Water & soil conservation and 

protection measures taken against them are functioning well.  

   

Mixing plant of C01 (k1+000) 
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Mixing plant of C01 (k4+540) 

  

Construction site (K16+610) 

  

Santaishan tunnel exit mixing plant and construction camp site demolished (K64+000) 

2.3.4.4 Access Road Area 

The access roads of Longrui Expressway include cutting straight of existing tractor road, 

widening utilization and newly constructed construction road. With minimum impact to 

surrounding environment as principle, the project mainly uses existed country roads as 

access roads. New access roads are built only for areas cannot be reached.  

As of December 2015, access roads for completed sections have been transferred to local 

government for continuing use. Plant measures are not taken against access roads will not 

be used. Access roads for not yet completed sections are still in use with all prevention and 

protection measures functioning well. 
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C01 access road (masonry drainage ditch) C01 access road (earth drainage ditch) 

  

C01 access road (lower side slope block) C01 access road for bridge construction 

  

C03 access road (woven earth bag block) 

  

C03 access road (concrete pavement and masonry drainage ditch) 
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C05 access road (earth drainage ditch and woven earth bag block) 

  

C06 access road C08 access road 

 

2.3.4.5 Borrow Area 

According to the on-the-spot survey, up to now, altogether 4 borrow areas are set up for 

project construction. Currently no soil erosion prevention measures are taken in borrow area 

#1 and #3 in which serious soil erosion can be seen. Borrowing activities already end in 

borrow area 2# and 4# against which water & soil conservation measures are being taken 

currently. 

  

Borrow area #2 (K119+600) 
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Borrow area #4 (LK10+700) 

2.3.5 Flora and Fauna 

The construction units strictly control the use of temporary land, access roads, various 

borrow areas, and prefabrication yards are comprehensively considered according to the 

project progress, settled within the right of way or wasteland. In the construction of 

permanent occupation of woodland, the topsoil is collected and reserved for planting in other 

poor soil areas. For old trees, borrow and spoil sites, asphalt mixing plant, concrete mixing 

plant, construction camps and other temporary works are not set within 500 meters taking 

the tree as the center. During the construction phase, monitoring and fire monitoring are 

carried out mainly for construction areas involving woodland, survey of regionally distributed 

and key protected plants, ancient and precious trees are carried out. Any key protection 

object found in the construction process, has been reported to the competent department 

and corresponding protection measures been taken, referring to Fig.2.3.5-1. In order to 

reduce disturbance to the wild animals by construction noise, the construction unit prepared 

rational construction manner and time and managed to avoid blasting in the morning, night 

and noon time. Trainings are organized to enhance construction worker’s protection 

awareness. The construction staff are required to abide by the Law of the People’s Republic 

of China on the Protection of Wildlife. It is prohibited to hunt wild animals in the construction 

areas or its surrounding areas, especially, national protected animals. Hunting is strictly 

prohibited during the construction phase. Construction staff and local people are forbidden to 

hunt amphibians and reptiles. Detailed measures refer to the Appendix. 
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Greening and 
vegetation 
recovery of 

triangle area at 
the tunnel port 

 

Vegetation 
recovery at 

excavation side 
slope and 
roadsides 

 

National 
protected trees 
protected with 

marks 

 

Anti-glare 
greening of 

central reserve 
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Mixing plant site 
reclamation 

 

Native 
vegetation 

protection in 
service area 

 

Greening and 
vegetation 
recovery at 

filling side slope 

Fig. 2.3.5-1 Current Status of Plant Protection and Greening Recovery 

2.3.6 Cultural Heritage Sites 

A professional cultural relics protection team, which is led by Yunnan Provincial 

Administration of Cultural Heritage and involved in the local cultural authorities of Longling 

County, Luxi City and Ruili City, has been established for the Project to communicate with 

engineering department promptly and deal with the overall relevant issues. In addition, an 

archaeological team has also been built to proceed the archaeological excavation along the 
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Expressway, and handle the matters such as excavation, removal, collection and store in 

compliance with Law on the Protection of Culture Relics and the related rules. The rescue 

excavation for the cultural relics and historic sites along the LRE Expressway are set out in 

the table 2.3.6-1 as following.  

As of December 2014, the rescue excavation of cultural relics along Longrui Expressway 

involving the Cunjiadi ancient family tombs in Shixiancao of Longling County, the 

Haizhaohemang ancient town in Gongxia, the Jiedonglv ancient town and Mangyue ancient 

town relics has been completed. Excavation, move, collection and custody of relics are in 

compliance with the Law on the Protection of Culture Relics and the related rules. 

For the details, please refer to Appendix. 

  

Current Status of Gongxia Haizhao hemang 
Ancient Town 

Current Status of Jiedonglv Ancient Town 

  

Current Status of Longling Shijiancao Cunjiadi 
Ancient Tombs 

Current Status of Mangyue ancient town relics 
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Table 2.3.6-1 Rescue Excavation for the Cultural Relics and Historic Sites along LRE 

No. 
Name of 

cultural relics 
Location 

Range of 
excavation    

Excavation 
area 

Unearthed 
artifacts 

Dynasty and type of 
unearthed artifacts 

Unearthed representative artifacts 
Archeological 

value 

1 

Longling 
Shijiancao 
Cunjiadi 

Ancient Tombs 

Cunjiadi of 
Shijiancao 

Village, 
Yunshan 

Community 
Committee, 
Longshan 

Town, 
Longling 
County, 
Baoshan 

C02 

K13+480

～
K13+880 

500m
2 

Three 
rectangular 
earthen pit 

tombs and seven 
circular 

cremation tombs 
with 16 artifacts 

such as 
chinaware, 
ironware, 

copperware and 
wood ware 

No exact dating 
artifacts were found, so 

dynasty can only be 
divided by comparison 
with unearthed artifacts 

nearby. Shijiancao 
Cunjiadi Ancient 

Tombs generally dated 
to end of Ming and 
beginning of Qing 

Dynasty 
 

Porcelain bowl 
 

Porcelain pot 

Excavation of 
Shijiancao 

Cunjiadi Ancient 
Tombs has 

provided real 
data for 

archeological 
study of 

Baoshan and 
enriched study 
of cremation 

tombs in 
western 
Yunnan. 

2 

Gongxia 
Haizhao 
hemang 

Ancient Town 

On the 
platform of 

the mountain 
top in the 

north of the 
village, 

Gongxia 
Village, 
Hunong 
Village 

Committee, 
Zhefang 
Town, 

Mangshi 

C14 

K83+650

～
K84+100 

5,000m
2 

A large amount 
of more than 
3,000 pottery 
pieces, 133 

small artifacts 
and more than 

60 different relic 
traces 

Ancient town of De’ang 
ethnics dated to period 
from about middle or 
late Ming Dynasty to 
middle Qing Dynasty. 

 
Moat  

Excavation of 
Gongxia 
Haizhao 
hemang Ancient 
Town has 
provided real 
data for study of 
relevant ancient 
towns and 
history of 
Dehong. 
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No. 
Name of 

cultural relics 
Location 

Range of 
excavation    

Excavation 
area 

Unearthed 
artifacts 

Dynasty and type of 
unearthed artifacts 

Unearthed representative artifacts 
Archeological 

value 

3 
Jiedonglv 

Ancient Town 

Jiedong 
Village, 

Mengmao 
Town, Ruili 

C21 

LK1+300

～
LK2+280 

6,000m
2 

Relic remains 
including 17 

house bases, 1 
hearth, 9 

drainage ditches, 
38 ashcans, etc.; 

cultural layer 
containing 

pottery pieces, 
porcelain pieces, 

potteries, iron 
wares and 

copper wares 

Analysis of unearthed 
artifacts discovers that 
coarse pottery, glaze 
ornamentation pottery 
and porcelain pieces 
co-exist in the cultural 
layer, in which there 

are also iron sickle and 
ceramic tobacco pipe 
which belong to later 
periods. It shows the 
town has existed for 

long periods from Ming 
Dynasty to quite later 

periods.  

 
Part of the ancient 

town 

 
Stone ax 

Excavation of 
Jiedonglv 

Ancient Town 
has merely 

uncovered a 
corner of the 
veil covering 
many ancient 

towns in 
Dehong. It has 
provided real 

data for 
unlocking the 
mysteries of 

ancient towns. 

4 
Mangyue 

ancient town 
relics 

Mangyue 
Village, 
Jiexiang 

Town, Ruili 

C22 

LK9+700

～
LK9+960 

2,500m
2 

Relic remains 
including 5 

house bases, 8 
hearths, 17 

drainage ditches, 
32 ashcans, etc.; 

cultural layer 
containing 
pottery & 

porcelain pieces, 
potteries, 

porcelains, iron 
wares and 

copper wares  

Analysis of unearthed 
artifacts discovers that 
coarse pottery, glaze 
ornamentation pottery 
and porcelain pieces 
co-exist in the cultural 
layer, in which there 

are also ceramic 
tobacco pipe, etc. 

which belongs to later 
periods. It shows the 
town has existed for 

long periods from Ming 
Dynasty to quite later 

periods. 

 
Copper tweezers 

 
Ceramic bowl 

There are still 
many relics like 

Mangyue 
ancient town 

relics in 
Dehong. This 

excavation has 
helped us in 
touching the 
inner parts of 

them and 
provided 

reliable data for 
people to know 

about the 
ancient towns. 
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2.3.7 Health and Safety 

LREC, all general supervision offices and the contractors have been always focusing on 

matters related to health and safety, improving health and safety awareness of all 

participating construction staff and residents along the line through publicity and education 

and training. Safety protection methods have been implemented to a satisfied degree, and 

the health and safety is in good condition up to now.  

For the details, please refer to Appendix. 

2.3.8 Landscape 

In the planned level II reserve in scenic and relic area, digging are carried out by machine or 

manually as much as possible. Partial light blasting is chosen instead of large scale blasting 

when the stone is really hard. Existing roads (national highway G320) are utilized whenever 

possible to serve as construction access roads. For details, please refer to the Appendix. 

2.4 Environmental Institutional Capacity Building and Training 

As of December 2015, LREC, the supervision units and the construction units have 

organized and carried on the training scheme for environmental management personnel. 

LREC have reviewed the environmental protection situation during the construction progress 

of the LRE Expressway, and supervised the implementation of environmental protection 

measures on a regular basis. 

A. Environmental Protection Work Review by LREC and Environment Expert from 

ADB 

Date: 25 November 2015 

Venue: Longrui Expressway 

Scope of review: LREC and environment expert from ADB review relevant work on 

environmental protection and water & soil conservation on Longrui expressway project to 

ensure environmental protection measures being put into practice. 
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B. Technical Evaluation of Report on Variations of Longrui Expressway Water & Soil 

Conservation Plan  

Date: 11 – 13 July 2015 

Venue: Longrui Expressway 

Scope of inspection: A meeting was organized by Water & Soil Conservation Monitoring 

Center of the Ministry of Water Resources (MOWR) with participants from Department of 

Water & Soil Conservation of MOWR, Changjiang River Water Resources Committee, 

Yunnan Provincial Department of Water Resources, water resources administrations of 

Baoshan and Dehong, and LREC, etc. to carry out technical evaluation against Report on 

Variations of Longrui Expressway Water & Soil Conservation Plan. Specialists participating 

inspected water & soil conservation status of Longrui expressway. And the report got 

approved. 

 

C. Technical Evaluation of Supplementary Environmental Impact Report of Longrui 

Expressway 

Date: 12 – 13 January 2016 

Venue: Longrui Expressway 

Scope of inspection: A meeting was organized by Yunnan Appraisal Center for Environment 

& Engineering and Environmental Protection Office of YPDOT with participants from Yunnan 

Provincial Department of Housing and Urban-Rural Development, Dehong Prefectural 

Environmental Protection Bureau, Mangshi Environmental Protection Bureau, Ruili 

Environmental Protection Bureau, Broadvision Engineering Consultants, LREC, China 

Merchants Chongqing Communications Research & Design Institute Co., Ltd., etc. to carry 

out technical evaluation against Supplementary Environmental Impact Report of National 

Expressway Network Horizontal No. 12 Hangzhou-Ruili Corridor Longling (Longshanka) –
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Ruili (Nongdao) Expressway (hereinafter called the Report). Specialists participating 

inspected environmental protection status of Longrui expressway and approved the Report 

through technical evaluation. 

 

3 PUBLIC CONSULTATION, DISCLOSURE AND GRIEVANCE REDRESS 

MECHANISM 

3.1 Public Consultation and Disclosure  

For fully understanding the opinions from all walks of life along with the alignment and 

protecting the proper rights of the affected people, the project teams adopted the site survey 

and media investigation to receive the opinions on the construction from the households 

along with the project based on the principle of people-oriented and building the harmonious 

society. 

LREC established the Public Complaints Redress Center for Environment to strengthen 

management of LRE environmental protection work and to establish an effective 

environmental protection control and monitoring system to timely handle environment issues 

coming up in project construction. 

3.1.1 Public Consultation and Information Disclosure on the Scene 

The site surveys focus on the individual resident talks by consulting the public’s opinions on 

environmental protection.  

A public participation survey was carried out on the project during 22 October to 4 November 

2015 through disclosing questionnaires which were collected after being filled by participants. 

Altogether 402 questionnaires were handed out to the participants and all of them were 

returned. The return rate is 100%. The survey almost covered all townships along the 

expressway, including LLongling County, and Zhefang township, Mangshi Township, 

Fengping Township of Mangshi, and Jiexiang Township, Mengxiu Township, Mengmao 

Township and Huyu Township of Ruili, etc. The target objects of the survey are mainly 
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individuals especially those residents and companies directly affected by the project. The 

following conclusions are drawn from the survey: 

A. Residents along the project expressway know about the project with 54.48% of the 

participants knowing from meetings, 37.06% from conversation with others, and 8.46% 

from the media. 

B. Through the survey it is found that 57.21% of the participants are satisfied with current 

traffic situation, 40.80% think it’s just so-so, and 1.99% are not satisfied with the current 

traffic situation. 

C. 99% of the participants support construction of the project, 1% of them don’t know 

whether support it or not, and nobody opposes construction of the project. 

D. 96.77% of the participants agree with alignment and routes of the project, 3.23% are not 

clear of and nobody opposes the project alignment and routes. 

E.  94.78% of the participants think the project is good for local economic development, 

while 1.99% of them think the contrary, and 3.23% have no idea. 

F. 32.59% of the participants think the project construction has great impacts on the 

environment, 57.21% think the impacts are so-so, and 10.20% think it has no impacts on 

the environment. 

G. 83.33% of the participants have no problem with house demolition and reallocation for 

the project construction, 13.18% have a problem with it, and 3.48% have no idea. 

H. 33.08% of the participants know about the compensation policy for resettlement and land 

acquisition, 58.96% know a little, while 7.96% of them don’t know. 

I. 67.66% of the participants accept the arrangement on resettlement and land acquisition, 

31.34% accept it conditionally, and 1.00% of them don’t accept it. 

J. 86.82% of the participants think compensation for resettlement should use the way of 

economic compensation, 11.44% think the resettlement should be of locality, 0.25% 

hope to change their occupation, and 1.49% have other willingness. 

K. For the construction phase, 81.34% of the participants think the greatest impact on their 

life comes from construction dusts, 39.80% think it come from noises, 22.89% think it 

comes from treatment of wastes and spoils, and 3.23% thin it comes from other aspects. 

While for the operation phase, 57.96% think the most impacts come from noises, 51.74% 

from dusts, 16.17% from emissions and 2.99% from others. 

L. For the construction phase, to alleviate the impacts, 75.12% of the participants think 

watering and other dust control measures should be taken, 33.58% for noise reducing, 

24.63% for wastes and spoils transportation, and 2.49% for other measures. While for 

the operation phase, to alleviate the impacts, 61.69% think landscaping and greening 

measures should be taken, 46.52% for noise barriers, and 18.16% think  the vehicles 
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with leakage problems and loose goods should be prohibited to run on the project 

highway. 

M. 98.76% of the participants hope the project works be completed as soon as possible, 

while 1.24% of them are indifferent. 

  
Fig 3.1.1   Public Consultation & Information Disclosure on the Scene 

3.1.2 Online Public Consultation and Information Disclosure 

The media investigation is carried out by posting the general conditions and possible impact 

of Longrui expressway on the doorway website of Dehong Prefecture Government. It is a 

public participation channel to collect public opinions via email, mail, telephone and etc. 

During 22 October to 4 November 2015, LREC disclosed main contents of the project 

variations, environmental impacts evaluation and the Environmental Impact Report are 

disclosed on the page of important issues of the website of Dehong Prefectural Government 

to encourage the public and for their convenience to give suggestions on the project 

construction. And the Yunnan Provincial Department of Environmental Protection also 

disclosed it to the public together with the full text of the Environmental Impact Report from 9 

December 2015 on. 
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Fig. 3.1.2-1   Online Information Disclosure 

 

Fig. 3.1.2-2   Disclosure of the Full Text of the Environmental Impact Report 
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3.2 Project Grievance Records and Resolution 

All the affected households along Longrui alignment support the expressway construction. 

They hope the project can be completed as soon as possible. They acknowledge that the 

expressway project is good for the local social and economic development as well the 

promotion of local people’s living conditions. A great number of respondents thought the 

major environmental impacts on them from the construction are noise and land occupation. 

They advised strengthening control of construction noise and reducing occupation of 

farmland to mitigate the impact. 

Upon the end of December 2015, LREC and the independent environment monitoring work 

team have received no public complaints on the Longrui expressway environmental 

protection issues. 

4 COMPLIANCE WITH EMP REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Required Corrective Actions 

No. Proposed Corrective Actions Responsible Party Deadline 

1 

Main Works: a. rehabilitate damages to 
intercepting, drainage and slope protection 
works; b. level construction plane as soon as 
possible after bridge construction completion 
and sow grass seeds for greening; c. extend 
the drainage ditches to avoid water 
catchment washing the bridges and 
subgrade; d. replant where survival rate is 
low in the main works area; e. strengthen 
management and caring for implemented 
conservation and protection measures to 
ensure normal functions. 

Relevant contractors 
March 
2016 

2 

Spoil Sites: a. build new intercepting dam or 
increase the hight of the dam where the old 
dam is buried by spoils or exists spoil spilling; 
b. improve intercepting and drainage system 
and refill and level the spoils where there are 
erosion gullies; c. reshape and set up sub 
stages in spoil body with steep slope and 
improve its intercepting and drainage system 
as soon as possible; d.  strengthen the 
maintenance of implemented prevention 
measures such as slag intercepting dam, 
intercepting and draining ditches, etc. on all 
spoil sites, and timely complete and repair it 
if water and soil conservation requirements 
cannot be met; e. timely implement plant 
measures (combination of arbors and 
shrubs) according to variation report 
requirements after tidying up the spoil sites 

Relevant contractors 
March 
2016 
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3 
Construction Camps: timely restore the 
landforms of camp sites already come to 
service end 

Relevant contractors 
March 
2016 

4 

Borrow Areas: a. for borrow areas with large 
water catchment at upper side, intercepting 
ditches should be implemented to intercept 
water and drop water should be set up at 
steep location; b. for borrow areas with soft 
slope possibly slip to lower places where 
farmland and vegetation could be damaged, 
temporary retaining measures should be 
implemented, and temporary drainage 
ditches should be built on platform of borrow 
areas; c. after borrowing finished, treat and 
backfill the goaf, and restore it to cultivated 
land if that is its former form, if not, take 
vegetation recovery measures; d. accelerate 
vegetation recovery and reclamation in 
borrow area #1 and #3  

Relevant contractors 
March 
2016 

 

 

Cultural landscape in the service area 

 

Prompt message of water source conservation 
area 
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Reshape of area under the bridge and greening 
recovery 

 

Expressway in the green mountains and blue 
waters 

 

Surface runoffs collecting facilities 

 

Sewage treatment facilities in the management 
house of the toll station 
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Bridge runoffs collecting system 

 

Noise barriers 

Environmental Protection and Water & Soil Conservation at Construction Site of Longrui Expressway 
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Appendix    Status of EMP Compliance

Impact/Issue Mitigation Measures Location Compliance

Construction Phase

1. Soil Erosion

During construction, inert construction materials / excavated soil will be reused on

site as much as possible and minimize the volume requiring disposal.

Being complied with; having been

trying to balance earthwork and

minimize material to be  disposed of

The amount of surplus excavated material for each road segment will be estimated

during the design phase. Excavated material will be re-used on-site or the nearby

road segment/other projects as far as possible in order to minimize the quantity of

material to be disposed of;

Being complied with; having been

trying to minimize material to be

disposed of

Recyclable materials such as wooden plates for trench works, steel, scaffolding

material, site holding, packaging material, etc will be collected and separated on-site

from other waste sources. Collected recyclable material will be re-used for other

projects or sold to waste collector for recycling;

Being complied with; having

managed to re-use recyclable

material

The extent of demolition of existing houses/structures due to the project will be

minimized during the design through careful route selection. Major dense populated

residential areas will be avoided in order to minimize the demolition;

Being complied with in design

phase

Handling of waste generated from on-site treatment facilities (e.g. spent betonies

settled by treatment facility, sediment collected by sedimentation process, etc) will be

planned during the design. Collected waste will be disposed of properly through

licensed waste collector;

Being complied with

Hazardous waste (or chemical waste) will be properly stored, handled and disposed

of in accordance with the local legislative requirements. Hazardous waste will be

stored at designed location and warning sign will be posted;

Being complied with; there are

temporary storage sites specially for

hazardous waste.

Specification on waste management will be included in the contract for contractor(s)

to follow. The Contractor(s) will be required to adopt operation measures for all

aspects from waste avoidance, reduction, recycling, re-use to waste collection and

disposal; and

Being complied with

Good house keeping will be maintained. Domestic waste from site office and

canteen will be collected by a licensed waste collector. A designed waste storage

area will be provided for the proposed service area and waste will be cleaned on

regular basis.

Being complied with; domestic

waste would be cleaned by

environmental sanitation

department regularly

Refuse generated on

construction sites,

construction and

demolition waste,

excavated soil

Within ROW
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Subgrade and bridge

sites

Subgrade and side slope of embankments may be protected by the construction of

retaining walls, drainage collection ditches along the toe of the banks, side slope

drains, sedimentation ponds, temporally protective measures, and permanent

vegetation. Formal surface drainage should be built with retaining walls and stone

pitching on sloping areas. Grading temporary and permanent methods of slope

stabilization should be introduced together with planting.

Within ROW Being complied with; having built

retaining wall and side slope drains;

vegetation and other temporary

measures have been taken

Disposal sites Construct intercepting ditches and chutes to prevent outside runoff and divert it from

sites to existing drainage system or ponds. Rehabilitate the disposal sites into

grassland, woodland, or farmland.

All disposal

sites

Being complied with; corresponding

slag retaining walls, dams and

bottom drainage blind ditches,

surrounding water interception and

other measures having been taken;

most disposal sites have been

leveled and rehablitated into

grassland

Borrow areas Strip and stockpile the topsoil, build intercepting ditches and chutes. Restore or

revegetate the disposal sites into grassland, woodland, or farmland.

All borrow

sites

Four borrowing areas enabled and

borrowing activities already stop

and water & soil conservation and

protection measures taken in

borrowing area #2 and #4; other two

borrowing areas not rehablitated for

the time being

Construction sites

and temporary land

use areas

Set up hoarding and build temporary drainage ditch, install regular water haul road,

cover the soil and aggregate materials on the truck. Build drainage ditch and slop

protection. Develop rainy season construction plan. Protect farmland and channels.

Rehabilitate temporary sites into grass area, woodland, and farmland.

All temporal

land use

Being complied with

All solid waste from construction camps will be collected and stored on site. The

storage area will have a cover to protect from weather and avoid direct contact with

surface runoff.

Being complied with

The contractors will be demanded to separate construction waste from municipal

waste. Where possible, the construction waste will be recycled for land filling.

Periodically, the municipal waste will be transported off site for disposal, by

environmental sanitary authority if possible.

Being complied with

Solid waste from

work camps and

canteens

Construction

sites
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Management

measures

Preserve existing vegetation, or temporarily preserve vegetation. Avoid borrowing

and dumping activities. Ensure that documentation for civil works contracts includes

specific requirements for soil erosion prevention and definition of contractors ’

responsibilities. Dumping is prohibited outside designated dumping sites. All

drainage systems should be well maintained.

Construction

sites

Being complied with

2. Water Quality

Conspicuous signs and guardrails should be set up and construction activity should

be limited. Boundary stakes should be set up for water source reserves, including

Pao Reservoir, Jiele Reservoir and TIESChanghe drinking water source.

Being complied with

No borrow pits, spoil sites, material storage, work camp and construction activities is

allowed within the protection areas

Being complied with; no temporary

work camp and construction

activities has been set up within the

protection area

Special persons should be designated for wastewater pollution prevention and

control. Waste from the construction work should be collected and disposed of at

designated sites. Forbidden wastewater discharged directly into the water body and

construction site should be placed in the water source reserves.

Being complied with

Temporary irrigation and drainage systems will be built and connected. The flow

should be rerouted as needed.

Construction in erosion and flood-prone areas should be restricted to the dry season.

Replanting should be completed to facilitate regeneration. Being complied with

Roadside drainage, intercepting ditch, chute, water retaining, various passages,

bridge and culvert structures should be used as needed.

Being complied with

Cement concrete collision-proof safety guardrail and corrugated steel guardrail will

be installed.

Being complied with

Time schedule for construction of the bridge structure and culverts should be

arranged to avoid farmland irrigation schedule.

Being complied with

Being complied with

Drinking Water

Source Protection

Fapo

Reservoir,

Jiele

Reservoir and

TIESChanghe

water source

protection

areas

Impact on surface

and subsurface water

flow or drainage or

irrigation system

Project

corridor
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Construction

materials

management

Effectively manage delivery and storage, storage site selection. Stockpiles will be

located away from water bodies and areas where runoff flushing impacts would be

minimum. If some must be placed near bridge construction sites, the stockpiles will

be surrounded by interception ditches or retaining structures to prevent the erosion

and materials into the water bodies. The fuel storage and equipment maintenance

yard will have weather/rain protection and will be on concrete pads. This will prevent

any dripping and leaking oils from entering the water bodies via surface runoff. All

spoil soil disposal sites will only be allowed in the dedicated areas where will be

erosion control measures and landscaping plan following the disposal operations

Project

corridor

Being complied with

Education of surface water protection should be provided to the workers Being complied with

The bridge works should be scheduled to avoid high flow season; Being complied with

Prevent the oil leak from the operation of the machinery by the regular check; Being complied with

The boring pile will be used for most of the bridge substructure; the highway bridge

construction technical specifications (JTJ 041-2000) should be followed.

Being complied with

For any in water construction for brides, there will be strict waste control plan to

restrict discharge or dumping of any directly discharge of wastewater, slurry, waste,

fuels and waste oil into the water. All these materials must be collected and disposed

at the banks. The slurry and sediment will also pump to the banks for disposal and

will not be allowed to discharge to the rivers directly.

Being complied with; slurry pit has

been set up and tank trucks have

been used to transport slurry and

sediment.

160 sediment tanks should be set at each bridge sites. The treated wastewater from

the bridge construction should meet the standard requirements. Cofferdam is to be

used for boring pile construction.

Being complied with; sediment

tanks have been set up in

construction site and Cofferdam has

been used for boring pile.

The land area within 100 m from riverbank should not be taken as earth borrow or

temporary waste disposal site. Enclosure retaining and rain cloth should be adopted.

Being complied with

A bridge deck runoff collection system should be built for Ruilijiang Bridge (1240m of

pipes) and 2X20m
3
 emergency tanks should be set.

Being complied with; construction

completed according to

environmental protection design

Bridge sites, and

river area

Bridge sites
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The wastewater produced in the construction of tunnels will be discharged in to

settling tanks to remove solids with the sediments cleared and transported in timely

manner and the supernatant being recycled into the process of construction. The

surface water body without beneficial use or functions can be used to receive the

discharge of supernatant, but it is forbidden to discharge into the river with the

functions without any treatment.

Being complied with; having set up

waste tanks in entrance and exit of

tunnels.

If the construction solid waste such as the deposable lubricating oil, mineral oil,

organic solvent, acid and alkali, oil paint belong to hazardous waste, it will be in

accordance with the environmental standard, regulation and management policies of

MEP. The hazardous waste management, transportation, and disposal will be sent to

the qualified operation entity to treatment and disposal in accordance with the

relational regulation.

Being complied with

Rent local farmer ’ s house as work camp where possible. New camps should be

located away from water body especially Mangshi River, Ruilijiang River and

Nanwan River.

Being complied with

Cleaning dishes with napkin first and then with hot water to replace the use of

detergent and to reduce detergent using. All wastewater from canteen will go

through an oil screener before allowed discharge.

Being complied with

All construction camps will be required, as contractual obligations, to build septic

tanks, as wastewater from construction camps will not allowed discharging to the

environment directly. Assemble fecal sewage and catering sewage respectively. The

excrement is used on farmland, and catering sewage is used for construction site

watering, irrigation and greening after treatment.

Being complied with; having rent

local houses as camps and

employed existing waste water

treatment facilities; having built

septic tanks for newly-built camps.

On-site fueling areas should be designed with protective dikes. The on-site fueling

facilities should be only used for equipment that must be fueled on site, and all

vehicles and equipment that regularly pass the work site should be fueled off-site.

The vehicle and equipment wash area must be properly identified by sign, and

properly placed and equipped with a septic tank to collect wash water, which should

be taken and treated by appropriate treatment facilities. The wastewater from

washing boats should be settled before discharging.

Being complied with

A protocol for handling construction materials will be prepared and applied. Being complied with

Vehicle and

equipment

maintenance and

cleaning

All project

corridor

Tunnel sites Tunnel sites

Wastewater from

construction workers,

canteens

Project

corridor
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3. Air Quality

Access roads will be paved with gravel in the sections which near the villages and

other sensitive receptors to reduce generation of air-borne dust. Avoid truck

overloading; vehicles delivering fine materials to the sites must be covered; clear the

fugitive materials dropped on the road in a timely manner.

Being complied with

Construction team will be required by contracts to provide water spray vehicles to

water the unpaved ground, storage piles and other areas where airborne dust may

originate. The water spray operation will be carried out in dry and windy day, at least

twice a day (morning and afternoon). The frequency of water spray near sensitive

receptors, such as villages and school, will be increased as may be needed.

Being complied with

Concrete mixing sites and material storage sites should be properly selected at 300

m downwind of nearest residential areas.

Being complied with

The asphalt melting station will be equipped with flue gas control device, operation of

asphalt melting will be in enclosed mode; cement and concrete will be mixed within

an enclosed structure.

Being complied with; no sensitive

targets within a 300m radius of the

asphalt melting station

Material storage sites should be selected 150m downwind of residential area and

covered with canvas or sprayed with water.

Being complied with; reasonable

material storage sites have been

selected.

Tunnel construction should take combination methods of wet boring, ventilation,

watering and personal protection to reduce the influences of dust on construction

workers, water curtain should be adopted during tunnel blasting.

Being complied with

Forbid burning waste construction materials. Solvents and volatile materials and

clean energy will be used properly. Enclose the demolition sites and road

construction sites with colored fencing. Trucks carrying earth, sand, or stone will be

covered with tarps. Proper timetables, routes, and materials classification should be

developed.

Being complied with

Set up hoarding for sensitive areas. All the roads used for personnel will be kept

clean.

Being complied with

Pre-construction monitoring of existing ambient air quality will be undertaken. Representative sensitive points

(Mangguai K38+827, Jiele

K124+100) being selected for

monitoring

Generation of dust Project

corridor
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Emissions from

vehicles and

equipment

Select appropriate machinery and transportation vehicles. Machinery and equipment

will be fitted with pollution control devices in working order.

Project

corridor

Being complied with

4. Noise

Plants and equipment used in construction, including the aggregate-crushing plants,

will strictly conform to PRC and local noise standards by applying good

housekeeping and maintenance practices at all times.

Noisy construction work such as crushing, concrete mixing and batching, and

mechanical compaction, will be stopped between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.

The IA should consult with the Nanjing Primary School (K48+360), Laozhai Primary

School (K80+700), Leiyin Hope Primary School (K157+350) and Rehabilitation

Center (K130+050) about the construction timetable of large machinery. Noisy

activities will be arranged during school vacations or after classes.

Being complied with; have canceled

Nanjing Primary School and Laozhai

Primary School was not involved for

line shift.

Construction material transportation schedule should be carefully designed to

minimize the adverse impact on residents and students, as well as the traffic on the

existing road. The transportation vehicle will be required to slow down and banned

from horning when passing townships and nearby schools. Restrict the movement of

heavy vehicles along urban and village roads. In the event that night transport is

necessary, restrict vehicle speeds to less than 30 km per hour with no honking

allowed.

The construction activity in residential area will be scheduled in daytime as possible.

During the construction in daytime, the construction site should be fenced.

The construction equipment will be well maintained to keep it best operating

conditions and lowest noise levels possible.

Being complied with

For workers who must work with highly noisy machines such as piling, explosion,

and mixing; ear covers will be provided for noise control and workers protection.

Being complied with

Constriction team should be equipped with potable detecting device to monitor the

noise level at the sensitive receptors.

Construction team is not equipped

with but has entrusted Guangxi

Traffic Environment Monitoring

Center to complete environment

monitoring in construction phase

Noise from vehicles,

plant, and equipment

Project

corridor,

particularly

important

sensitive

spots: all

schools and

hospitals in

the project

area

Being complied with

Being complied with
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Although in general night time construction will be banned for this project, some may

still occur for technical and other reasons (e.g., bridge piles required continued,

around clock concrete pouring). As night time construction, besides the above

mitigation measures, the following special measures will be taken during the

construction phase:

Villages living within the potentially impacted areas will be noticed ahead of time for

the length and noise intensity of the proposed night time construction. Information on

why the night construction is necessary and mitigation measures to be taken will be

provided to these residents to obtain their understanding. These residents will be

consulted for their concerns, difficulties, and suggestions for noise control prior to the

commencement of night time construction. These concerns will be responded and

suggestions adopted where appropriate.

Night time construction will be arranged in such a way to avoid school exam time

(about one week in the summer) in the urban area and harvest time (about half

month each in the summer and fall) in the rural area. These are particularly sensitive

time when students need the good night sleep in preparation for exams and farmers

for the heavy farming activities in the field.

Concreted mixer, power generated and other stationary equipment will be carefully

placed to be far away from residential areas and villages to ensure no noise impacts

from these machines. Where possible, municipal power supply will be utilized in

construction including night time construction as diesel generators are extremely

noise and avoiding using them is the best mitigation.

Equipment with lower noise levels will be used for concrete pouring operations,

which may require 24 hours non-stop operation.

Noise Prevention

Measures

Temporary noise barriers at the appropriate places should be erected to reduce the

noise impacts. These areas should include noisy stationery construction machines

and/or areas with sensitive receptors, based on the on-site noise level monitoring

results.

Project

corridor,

particularly

important

sensitive

spots: all

schools in the

project area

Being complied with; all monitored

data at the sensitive spots meet the

limited value required by the Noise

Environment Quality Standards (GB

3096-2008)

Nighttime noise Project

corridor,

particularly

important

sensitive

spots: all

schools and

hospitals in

the project

area

Being complied with; no complaints

from the local residents

Being complied with
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5. Flora and Fauna

Top soil should be collected separate from sub-soils for reuse in the land

reclamation; Immediately after the construction is completed, the site should be

leveled and top soil be returned for vegetative establishment; and the original land

use should be restored.

Being complied with

For new construction access roads, design should consider minimizing excavation

and filling. Erosion control measures will be taken for soil and water conservation in

and around the access road areas.

Being complied with

Following the completion of the project, the access roads may be turned back to

local government and if desired, used as rural roads or wood land roads. If local

governments elect not to use these access roads, the contractors will be responsible

for reclaim the land including necessary landscaping.

Access roads for completed

sections already transferred to local

government for continuing use;

others partly in use and not

transferred to local government yet.

Borrow pits and spoil sites will be strictly controlled and located 500 m away from the

old trees. Also the construction access roads and concrete mixing and asphalt plant

should be away from the ancient trees as far as possible.

Being complied with

All the old trees should be fenced before the construction as stated above.

Temporary barrier must be set in the middle of the project and ancient trees before

construction to avoid the falling soil and rock in roadbed construction hurt them.

Being complied with

Fire disaster should be prevented by regularly monitoring the construction sites near

the forest area.

Being complied with

Relocate the protected trees as stated above within the ROW to the Mengxiu

Botanic Garden before construction. These trees will be carefully treated by the

technical person of the garden.

Being complied with

Fence the other protected trees within the area 50m from the alignment and attach

with Protection Board. The fence should be at least 3m away from the tree.

Being complied with

Strictly protect the protected species; especially those attached with protection

board. Temporary construction activities should be controlled away from these trees

as far as possible.

Being complied with

During construction, in the event that previously unidentified protected trees, the

contractors work shall halt work at the location of the tree and immediately notify the

local forest bureau.

Being complied with; having

realigning for old Bodhi trees to

minimize construction impact on the

old trees

Temporary land

occupation

Entire

construction

sites

Old Trees Protection Areas around

old trees

Protected Trees

Protection

Areas around

protected

trees
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Nature Reserve

Protection

No construction camps will be set up in the nature reserve. Present an education

program for protecting the nature reserve to workers in the segment near the nature

reserve. Impose fines, according to PRC legislation, for hunting, harvesting wild

food, and cutting of trees for fuel. Forbid wandering into core zones without permits.

Nature

Reserve

Areas

Being complied with

The construction should be carefully scheduled to reduce the construction period and

the blasting operation, so as to minimize the disturbance to the wildlife. Early

morning and late night are the golden time for breeding and feeding and birthing for

animals, thus during the construction at the sections of K1+000-L6+500, K12+000-

K16+000, K19+000-K26+000, K28+000-K30+000, K60+200-K65+000, K73+500-

K83+000, K99+900-K103+770, K120+000-K124+500, blasting operation should be

avoided from early morning(before 6:00AM) and late night(after 8:00PM).

Being complied with

Strict supervision and management should be strengthened to minimize damage to

the frog ’ s habitat (K35-K40, K85-K90, K140-K150) and the possible habitat of

pangolin and viverricula indica (K16-K25 and K103-K108). Certain noise and

vibration reduction measures should be adopted.

Being complied with

The worker camp should be banned from the woodland and the plants and soils

should be protected. Strictly control redlines for the expressway, access roads and

other construction sites. No construction activities will be allowed outside these

areas and contractor workers and vehicles will not be allowed to enter into the forest

areas.

Being complied with

The wild animal is expected to cross the proposed road via the under the bridge or

up the tunnel, it is usually need several years to adapting artificial architecture. So it

is necessary to protect the nature vegetation on the outlet of the tunnel and the

bridge during the construction phase. When the construction completed, it is

necessary to plant some similar vegetation in order to minimize the trace of the

human activities. The ruderal and the shrubbery will be used to recover the nature

sight. The piers of the viaduct also need to be plumb greening. These measures

could help the wild animal to adapting the artificial landscape, and be good or the

animal transference.

Still in construction phase;

protection of surrounding vegetation

near tunnel portals and bridge being

well implemented

Wildlife protection Forest areas
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Loss of or damage to

flora and fauna

Replanting should be arranged or replaced by use of seedlings to restore vegetation.

Original surface layer soil should be stored to ensure vegetation recovery. All works

will be carried out by minimizing damage to flora and fauna, and construction

workers will be instructed to protect natural resources, fauna, and flora.

Project

corridor

Being complied with

6. Cultural Heritage

Sites

K40+800,

K77+(200-

400)

K81+950-

K82+100

K96+100

K142+200-

800K155+700-

K156+600

For the areas that relics had been sporadically unearthed, attention should be paid

for chance finding, and in the event of chance finding,

      All construction activities at the site will be immediately put on hold.

      Workers and site management are responsible to take necessary measures to

protect the chance finds from damages by construction related or other activities

such as sliding, flooding, damages by machinery, access by others, stolen, etc.

      Contractors will notice environmental consultants, the IA, the EA and cultural

relic authority immediately.

      Site investigation by professional archaeologists should be conducted

      Construction will only resume following the reports of the professional

investigation and approval of the cultural relics authority.

If the site is of high value and site preservation is recommended by the professionals

and required by the cultural relic authority, the project owner will need to make

necessary design changes to preserve the site

Being complied with;LREC entrust

Study of archaeological cultural

relics of Yunnan Province to

salvage relic along the project. As of

June 2014, the rescue excavation of

cultural relics along Longrui

Expressway involving the Cunjiadi

ancient family tombs in Shixiancao

of Longling County, the

Haizhaohemang ancient town in

Gongxia, the Jiedonglv ancient town

and Mangyue ancient town relics

has been completed. Excavation,

move, collection and custody of

relics are in compliance with the

Law on the Protection of Culture

Relics and the related rules.

Masushupo,

Tuguanzhai,

Zhangjinshan-

Nantianmen,

Santaishan,

Heimenshan,

Dongkan,

Feihai,

Mangnai,

Zhegao,

Yunmen,

Mangbie,

Hunong,

Mangyue,

Nongdao, etc.

Cultural heritage For the six ancient cities that will not directly affected by the construction of the

project but near the project area, the boundary of construction sites should be

stringently controlled, and should be remote from the relic areas.
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7. Health

      Provide disease prevention and control training to construction workers,

particular epidemic diseases such as HIV, H1N1 and hepatitis B prior to start of the

construction. Leaflets, education seminars will be organized, in association with the

local government and communities, to increase the awareness and knowledge on

the HIV/AIDS.

      Posters will be placed in and around the construction sites for disease control,

for not only construction workers but also villagers and others in the areas.

      Adequate protective gear such as condoms will be provided to workers at the

construction camps;

      Periodical health check will be provided to construction workers to ensure their

health and well being.

      At and near construction site, traffic signs will be set. Traffic safety education

will be given to the contractors’ staffs as well as nearby local people. Maintenance

will be provided to the existing local roads.

      Timely actions will be taken to kill mosquitoes and vectors and create a clean

environment on site

      pay attention to the treatment of sewage and wastewater in the living areas on

site

      First-aid medicines for infectious diseases and pesticides should be prepared

by each contract section and timely inspections should be conducted to make sure

mosquito nets and other mosquito prevention facilities are available on site, with

adequate care taken in soaking of mosquito nets

      Adequate supply of medicine for epidemic prevention and vector destruction

should be assured.

8. Safety

Health and Well-

being of

Communities

Throughout

the project

areas

Being complied with
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Measures on construction staff and public

      The contractor will provide safe and convenient passages for the public

      Provide construction workers sufficient personal protection equipment such as

hard hats, safety shoes, and others

      Seminar on safety issues will be provided to local public, particularly school

students;

      Where the potential dangers are present, warning signed will be installed;

      There will be construction staff on duty on or near heavy movement of

construction vehicles, or heavy construction vehicle traffic through the villages to

ensure safety.

Measures on blasting:

      The transportation, storage, process, package on site, connect, blasting and

the disposal of the blasting, the procedure will be in accordance with the Safety

Regulations of the Blasting（GB6722-1986）

      The persons will be 200 m away from the blasting point

      Except to detonation, all the power and the light will be turned off, and located

50 m away from the blasting point

      The excavation face is on the same level with the lining of surface, it is

commonly more than 30 m, the distance is defined according to the factors of the

intensity of the concrete and the character of the wall rock

      The safety examination will be fulfilled after the blasting, identified the left

cannon which are not blasted, the procedure will be followed as the Regulation of

the Blasting Safety（GB6722-1986）, the dreg cannot be transfer outside until

there is no blasting material.

      According to the real situation, the quantity of blasting materials will be carefully

controlled.

Measures on hazardous gas:

      If there is the hazardous gas (such as coal gas) in the tunnel, all the

construction will be stop, and withdraw out the cave, the Contactor will take efficient

actions, the construction could no began until there is no danger.

      The Contactor will monitor, record, and report the situation of the hazardous

gas in the tunnel, the hazardous gas emission could not exceed the standard

      If the tunnel construction may involve hazardous gas, it is necessary set the on-

line-monitoring system including the analysis equipment, the alarm annunciator can

provide the vision and sound caution under this plan.

      The Contractor will arrange the safety instrument such as the security light, and

some gas emission from the vehicles; it could be defense as the different status

Construction site and

traffic safety

All the

construction

sites

Being complied with
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      Small dosage blasting materials and pre-cracking blasting methods will be

adopted. Noise insulation cover will be used if necessary. Proper blasting time will

be arranged, and night time blasting is forbidden. Construction worker are required

to wear masks and earmuffs.

      Proper ventilation system is required to satisfy the requirement of tunnel

construction condition.

      Wet shotcrete is preferred to be used, so as to avoid dust. As for the

hazardous gas area, instrument will be used to monitor the density, and relevant

emergency plan will be developed by contractors.

      Sedimentation tanks will be installed to collect wastewater from tunnels. Any

wastewater is forbidden to be directly discharged into the water body without

treatment.

 Traffic signs and temporary traffic regulations should be applied in the tunnels.

The movement for worker and equipments like trucks. The specific appointed staffs

security will be provided to the tunnel workers and administration staffs.

Regular safety walks involving qualified representatives will be organized throughout

the construction in order to ensure the implementation of safety measures and to

identify areas of concerns for improvement.

9. Landscape

      At the highly sensitive scenery zones (e.g., Ruilijiang-Dayinjiang Scenic Area)

the construction may be scheduled where possible at the low tourist seasons. The

construction trucks will operate at night where possible and kept clean and covered

when shipping bulk materials.

Being complied with

      The construction sites should be surrounded with fence if located at the

scenery zones to avoid direct visual sights of the construction sites.

Some sections have been fenced

and some have been sheltered by

terrain directly

      There will be no construction camps in the three scenery zones and use local

village houses for workers working in these areas.

Being complied with; no camp

within the scenery zones

      Municipal solid waste from construction workers will be collected timely and

disposed in the dedicated areas. Strictly ban random disposal of solid waste.

Being complied with

 All mixing stations will not be located near the rivers. No such stations in the

scenery areas. The stockpiles will be located in hidden areas with outside of the

sight from tourists. Avoid occupy the green areas if possible

Being complied with

      Use the existing roads as access road if possible to minimize the need for new

access roads which lead to damage the existing land form and/or greens. If must be

built, the access roads should select areas which are away from major scenery and

may be used as village roads once construction completes.

Being complied with; have

employed the existing roads as

access roads and newly-built ones

would be used as village roads

Tunnel Safety All tunnel

sites

Being complied with

Visual quality of

landscape affected

by construction

activities

Project

corridor and

nearby area
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10. Social

Further public consultations with local residents should be conducted to inform them

about project activities and obtain comments.

Being complied with

Consult the local government and traffic police regarding construction materials

transportation on the existing roads to avoid traffic jam, especially reduce the

transportation though the villages.

Being complied with; have

communicated with traffic police

The temporary access roads will be carefully located to avoid farmland, forest and

crops; where possible, the access locations will be selected in such a way that they

will be used by the local communities after the construction completion.

Being complied with

When have to through village, schools and hospitals, all access roads will be

hardened from 25 m before approaching these sensitive receptors until 25 m after

leaving them.When the construction is completed, the access road, if not beneficially

used by the local communities, will be fully rehabilitated to its original state and

landscaped as needed.

Being complied with;

newly-built access roads would be

used as village roads in later period

Install its own power, water, telephone etc. after agreement with the local

corresponding authorities.

Being complied with

Construction notice should be posted on the bulletin board of townships along the

alignment, introducing the project activities, resettlement policies to the local people.

Erect billboard at each construction site, listing contractor and Construction

Supervision Engineer contract names and telephone numbers, construction period

and other brief construction information for public notice. Also list the local EPB

hotline or contract number for public complaints.

For the construction activities near the four schools stated above, construction

should be fenced with warning sign.

Being complied with;

have canceled Nanjing Primary

School and Laozhai Primary School

was not involved for line shifting

11. Environmental

Protection Monitoring

Environment

Supervision and

Detection

The IA will set up an environmental management office for internal supervision and a

contract with a professional construction environmental supervision company for

external supervision. YPDOT, local country and city EPBs, and local WRBs will also

be involved. The EMP will be implemented and the inspection report will be sent to

the YPDOT and YEPB.

project

corridor

Being complied with; LREC has set

up an environmental protection

office and entrusted China

Merchants Chongqing

Communications Research &

Design Institute Company, Ltd. for

external supervision.

Public disturbance Residential

areas

Being complied with
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